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MONOTONE REDUCIBILITY OVER THE CANTOR SPACE

RANDALL DOUGHERTY

ABSTRACT. Define the partial ordering < on the Cantor space "2 by x < y

iff Vnx(n) < y(n) (this corresponds to the subset relation on the power set

of a;). A set A C "2 is monotone reducible to a set B C w2 iff there is a

monotone (i.e., x < y => f(x) < f{y)) continuous function /: w2 —» "2 such

that i 6 A iff f(x) € B. In this paper, we study the relation of monotone

reducibility, with emphasis on two topics: (1) the similarities and differences

between monotone reducibility on monotone sets (i.e., sets closed upward un-

der <) and Wadge reducibility on arbitrary sets; and (2) the distinction (or lack

thereof) between 'monotone' and 'positive,' where 'positive' means roughly 'a

priori monotone' but is only defined in certain specific cases. (For example,

a EPj-positive set is a countable union of countable intersections of monotone

clopen sets.) Among the main results are the following: Each of the six low-

est Wadge degrees contains one or two monotone degrees (of monotone sets),

while each of the remaining Wadge degrees contains uncountably many mono-

tone degrees (including uncountable antichains and descending chains); and,

although 'monotone' and 'positive' coincide in a number of cases, there are

classes of monotone sets which do not match any notion of 'positive.'

I.   INTRODUCTION

1. Definitions and conventions. Throughout this paper we will be consid-

ering the Cantor space w2 with the partial ordering < defined as follows: x < y

iff x(n) < y(n) for all n E oj. (This corresponds to the subset relation under the

canonical isomorphism between w2 and the power set of oj. We may also write s < t

where s and t are finite sequences from {0,1} of the same length; the definition is

analogous.) A subset of w2 is called monotone iff it is closed upward under <; it is

called hereditary iff it is closed downward under <.

The concept of Wadge reducibility is extremely useful in the study of subsets

of the Cantor space and related spaces. (Recall that X C w2 is Wadge reducible

to Y C w2, written X <w Y, iff there is a continuous function /:w2 -► u2 such

that X is the preimage of Y under /.) However, Wadge reducibility is not quite

as useful in the study of monotone subsets of w2, because it does not preserve the

order structure. A more useful notion in this context is the following: X <m Y (X

is monotone reducible to Y) iff there is a monotone continuous /: w2 —► w2 such that

X is the preimage of Y under /. (A function /: w2 —♦ w2 is monotone iff f(x) < f(y)

for all x < y in u2.)
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This paper is devoted to a study of monotone reducibility on the monotone

subsets of w2. We will consider a number of properties of Wadge reducibility and

determine whether their analogues hold in the monotone case. Along the way we

will answer several questions of Cenzer [1]. Also, we consider a family of structural

questions about monotone sets and translate it into a collection of questions about

monotone reducibility, of which several are answered.

We now give a few conventions and notations. Unless stated otherwise, we will be

working in the theory ZF+ACn0(R); that is, we will use standard set theory, but the

only axiom of choice we will assume is choice from countably many sets of reals. The

letters A, B, and C will be reserved for monotone sets, while Z will be used only for

hereditary sets. (We will use X and Y for arbitrary sets of points, when needed.)

Let Mon be the collection of monotone subsets of w2. For any X C w2, let X-

denote the upward closure of X (i.e., {y E w2: (3xeX) x < y}), and let X< denote

the downward closure of X; X will denote the topological closure of X, as usual.

Given a set S and a function /, let / "5 and f~l US denote the image and preimage

of S under /, respectively. When working with sequences of numbers, we will use

juxtaposition (of numbers or sequences) to denote concatenation; for example, HOz

is short for (1,1,0) x. Also, if X C w2 and i E 2, we write iX for {ix:x E X};

so 110^2 is the set of members of w2 starting with 110. Borrowing the notation

for repeating decimals, we will write 0 for the infinite sequence (0,0,0,...), 110 for

(1,1,0,1,1,0,...), and so on. Let £(s) denote the length of the finite sequence s.

For sets X, Y C "2, define X =w Y to mean X <w Y and Y <w X, and define

X <w Y to mean X <w Y but Y ^w X. The Wadge class of X is the collection

of all Y <w X, while the Wadge degree of X is the collection of all Y =w X.

Analogous definitions are used for monotone reducibility. Unless otherwise noted,

a monotone class or degree will always mean the class or degree of a monotone

set under <m. Since <m implies <w, each monotone degree is contained within a

Wadge degree.

2. Boolean operations. The notions of Wadge reducibility and monotone

reducibility are closely related to the ranges of infinitary Boolean operations.

DEFINITION. An operation H taking oj-sequences of subsets of a given set X to

subsets of X is Boolean iff there is a setT(H) C "2 (the truth table of H) such that,

for any sequence (Sn: n E oj) of subsets of X and any x E X, x E H((Sn: n E oj))

iff the characteristic function of {n E oj: x E Sn} is in T(H).

So, of course, the countable union operation (which we denote by a to distinguish

it from binary and unary unions) is Boolean, with truth table "2 - {0}, as is the

countable intersection operation (denoted by 6), with truth table {1}. Given a

collection T of subsets of X and an operation H as above, let Th be the collection

of sets obtained by applying H to all sequences from T; that is, TH = H "T. Thus,

if Q and J are the collections of open sets and closed sets, respectively, then $s

and Ja will have their usual meanings. It makes sense to apply this notation to

finitary Boolean operations as well. In this context, we use p to denote the binary

difference operation as distinguished from the unary complementation operation —;

this means that 7_ = Q, while 7P is the collection of differences of closed sets. Also,

we use Cp to denote the collection of clopen sets, since subscripting A° is messy.
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In order to make notations such as 7„s have their usual meanings, namely

7<?8 = {?o)s, we let HoHy denote the operation obtained by applying H0 and then

Hy. Strictly speaking, the domain of this operation should consist of sequences of

sequences of sets; however, if we fix a pairing function from oj x oj to oj, we can

rearrange such double sequences into ordinary sequences and vice versa, so we can

consider H0Hy to be a mapping from w-sequences of sets to sets (which will be

Boolean if Ho and Hy are). The same sort of rearrangement allows us to treat

Suslin's operation A as an w-ary Boolean operation.

It is easy to see that a Boolean operation H is monotone (i.e., Sn C S„ for all n

implies H((Sn: nEoj)) C H((Sn: n E oj))) iff its truth table is monotone.

The following proposition gives the main connection between Boolean operations

and Wadge and monotone reducibility. We state the proposition for w2, although

the same proof works when A is a subset of any (partially ordered) topological

space. The first part is due to Miller and Radin [11, pp. 105-106].

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let H be an oj-ary Boolean operation over u2. Then, for

any X C "2,

X E Cp„ o X <w T(H)

and

X E (Cp n Mon)H & X <m T(H).

PROOF. If X E CpH, then X = H((Sn: n E oj)) for some clopen sets Sn C w2.

Define f:u2 —► w2 by: f(x)(n) = 1 iff x E Sn. Since the sets Sn are clopen,

/ is continuous; and the definition of H from T(H) gives X = /_1 " T(H), so

X <w T(H). Conversely, if X <w T(H), say X = f~l UT(H) where /:w2 -» "2 is

continuous, then let Sn = {x E "2: f(x)(n) = 1}; the continuity of / implies that the

sets Sn are clopen, and the definition of H from T(H) gives X = H((Sn: n Eoj)).

The proof of the second part is identical; simply note that / is monotone iff the

sets Sn are monotone.     □

So CpH is a Wadge class, namely that oiT(H), and (CpnMon)# is the monotone

class of T(H). Note that this latter statement is true even if T(H) is not monotone;

however, as noted before, we will be using it only in the case that T(H) is monotone

(i.e., H is monotone).

3. Monotone and positive sets. Many of the Wadge classes we will be

looking at are of the form Cp# for some monotone w-ary Boolean operation H (in

fact, as we will see later, they all are). A set in such a class can be monotone even

if the clopen sets it is obtained from are not monotone; however, if the clopen sets

Cn are monotone, the set H((Cn: n E oj)) will automatically be monotone. A set is

called H-positive if it is in (CpfiMon)//; thus, the if-positive sets are the "a priori

monotone" sets in CpH.

If a Wadge class T is naturally defined as CpH for some monotone Boolean

operation H, then we may use the term T-positive instead of //"-positive. In par-

ticular, we use Expositive instead of <r-positive, Ili-positive instead of <5-positive,

Sj-positive instead of (5fj-positive, and so on. This continues through all levels of

the Borel hierarchy; in defining operations for the classes £° and n°, choices must

be made to handle limit stages, but the resulting operations are easily seen to gen-

erate the same monotone classes (i.e., their truth tables are monotone-equivalent).

The resulting definition is equivalent to: For a > 1, a set A C w2 is E°-positive
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(II°-positive) iff it is a union (intersection) of countably many sets, each of which

is njg-positive (Expositive) for some 0 < a.

Since Suslin's operation A generates the analytic (Ej) subsets of w2 (this is a

standard result; see section III.6), we define Ej-positive to mean ^-positive.

Just knowing that a set in CpH is monotone does not tell us much about the

structure of the set in (w2, <); the set may be monotone "by coincidence." On

the other hand, if we know that the set is if-positive, we know how it is built up

from monotone sets, and this can give useful structural information. Therefore, an

assertion of the form

(1.1) (CpnMon)^ = CpHnMon

would be very useful if true. (The left-to-right inclusion of (1.1) just says that

H is monotone; the other inclusion says that every monotone set in CpH is H-

positive.) By Proposition 1.1, (1.1) is equivalent to saying that T(H) is a <m-

greatest monotone set in its Wadge class; therefore, one of the questions we will

consider in part III for each of various Wadge classes is what its greatest monotone

degree is (or even whether it has a greatest monotone degree).

We conclude this section by proving that (1.1) holds for a, 6, 6a, and ab. This

fact, as well as a number of the definitions given so far, appears in Cenzer [1].

Proposition 1.2. (a) For any X c "2, X~ = X~^.
(b) // r ts S°, Iii, ^2> or H§i then any monotone T subset of w2 is T-positive.

PROOF, (a) Suppose y E X~. Then there is x < y such that x E X, which

means that for each n E oj there is x' E X such that x' \n = x \n. This implies

(y \n)l > x', so (y \n)T E X-; since this is true for all n, y E X^.

Conversely, suppose y E X-. Then for each n E oj there is y' E X- such that

y'\n = y \n, so there is x E X such that x \n < y \n. Applying Konig's infinity

lemma, we get x E X such that x < y, so y E X~.

(b) If X C w2 is clopen, then X has finite support (i.e., whether a point x is in

X depends only on x\n, for some fixed n E oj); this follows from the Konig infinity

lemma. But then it is easy to see that X- has the same finite support, so X- is

clopen. Also, it follows from (a) that, if X is closed, then X- is closed.

Now, if A C u2 is monotone and E°, then A is the union of countably many

clopen sets Xn, so A is the union of the monotone clopen sets Xn~ and is therefore

Si-positive. By a duality argument (the complement of a monotone Iii set is a

hereditary S° set; see section II. 1), any monotone ITi set is Ili-positive. If A is

monotone and 2°, then A is the union of countably many closed sets Xn; the sets

Xn- are n?-positive and their union is A, so A is Expositive. Now duality gives

the result for Tl2, so we are done.     □

II. General constructions

1. Isomorphisms and duality. The operation of complementation is a self-

inverse automorphism of (P(u2), <w), since any function witnessing X <w Y also

witnesses —X <w -Y. This imposes a duality on the Wadge classes and degrees; for

example, from the fact that there are exactly four Wadge degrees of open sets one

can immediately conclude that there are exactly four Wadge degrees of closed sets.

The complementation operation itself does not induce a duality on the monotone
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degrees (of monotone sets), since the complement of a monotone set is hereditary

rather than monotone; however, a simple modification of complementation will

induce such a duality.

Define the function $:w2 -► w2 by #(z) = (1 - x(0),l - x(l),...). This is

clearly a self-inverse automorphism of w2 and an isomorphism between (w2, <) and

(w2, >). Hence, the image of a monotone set under $ is a hereditary set, and

vice versa. Also, the function $ witnesses X =w ^ " X for any XC"2, and the

operation X h-► $ " X commutes with Boolean operations (since it is the same

asXn ^_1 "A); in particular, it commutes with complementation. Therefore,

the operation X t~► —§ " X induces the same duality on Wadge reducibility that

complementation does; if / witnesses X <w Y, then ^o/o^ witnesses (—$ "X) <w

(-fy " Y). But -i) " A is monotone if A is, and § o / o fy is monotone if / is, so this

operation also induces a duality on monotone reducibility.

We have already run into one application of this duality, in Proposition 1.2. The

dual of the collection 7 of closed sets is J_^ = Q (here and subsequently we abuse

notation slightly by writing fy instead of fy"), the dual of a is 6, and Cp and Mon are

self-dual, so the dual of (1.1) for a is (1.1) for <5; the case of H2 and Tl2 is similar.

We will be applying duality many times in the rest of the paper, sometimes without

explicit mention. The operations defined in §§3 and 4 preserve duality; this makes

it even more useful.

One more isomorphism which will be useful later is the map f:u2 x w2 —► w2

defined by f(x,y)(2n) = x(n) and f(x,y)(2n + 1) = y(n). In fact, if we define <
on w2 x u2 in the obvious way (i.e., (x,y) < (x',y') iff x < x' and y < y'), then /

is an isomorphism between (w2 x w2, <) and (w2, <), so any definitions and results

for w2 can be transferred immediately to w2 x w2.

2. Frontiers and a diagram representation. We will be constructing many

specific monotone sets in part III, and in a number of cases it will be much easier to

define these sets pictorially than textually. We therefore give a method for defining

monotone subsets of "2 pictorially.

The Cantor space is usually visualized as the "middle thirds" subset of [0,1],

which is often depicted using a sequence of approximations (Figure 2.1(a)). Each

segment in one of these approximations can be identified with a basic clopen subset

of "2, as shown. This picture gives a good idea of the topological properties of "2,

but does not reflect the partial ordering we are studying.

To depict the ordering, we move to a planar representation of w2 (Figure 2.1(b)).

Instead of dividing segments into two pieces at each step to show the next coordinate

of a point in w2, we divide squares into four pieces at each step to represent the

next two coordinates of the point. The incomparable sets 01w2 and 10^2 are at the

same level in the picture, and the set llw2 lies above them in both the ordering and

the depiction. The representation is not perfect, of course (for example, the point

representing 110 lies above that representing 00T), but it works well enough to get

an intuitive idea of the ordering.

Now we want to depict a monotone set A C w2. We will do this by placing

two symbols within the outer square representing w2 (the inner squares will usually

not be drawn): a filled-in circle to represent a frontier point of A which lies in A

(i.e., a member of A n -A) and an unfilled circle to represent a frontier point of

A which is not in A (a member of A — A).   Two such circles will be connected
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(a) Unordered:

"2 0W2 lw2 01^2

(b) Ordered:

<        "2        > <gr2>    <«><§> <xr>    <vr>
\        / %/\V O o> v

\   / <oo^> /  OXON|p/ x-—/ 0100u,2       N^y/

FIGURE 2.1.  Diagrams for the Cantor space

by a nearly-vertical (or at least nonhorizontal) segment to indicate that one of

the corresponding points lies above the other in the partial ordering; if two such

points are not required by such segments to be comparable, they are assumed to be

incomparable. Hence, the diagrams in Figure 2.2 depict two monotone subsets of

w2, each having two frontier points; in (a) the two frontier points are incomparable,

while in (b) the one in the set lies above the one not in the set.

It is hard to depict a set with uncountably many frontier points using this rep-

resentation, but we will rarely need such sets. Two more serious objections to this

representation are: One cannot tell just which point in w2 is represented by a given

circle, and the diagram does not indicate which nonfrontier points are in the set.

This would seem to indicate that one cannot define a specific monotone subset of

w2 using these diagrams; however, the following two propositions will show that,

if we only care about defining sets up to monotone equivalence, the diagrams will

suffice. Let Fr(A) denote the frontier of the set X.

/ ^\ /      T      ^\

\      ° *      / \ /

(a) (b)

FIGURE 2.2.  Two subsets of the Cantor space
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose S C w2 is closed and Monp (the difference of two

monotone sets), and T is a relatively monotone subset of S (i.e., T- f) S = T).

Assume that S contains no eventually constant sequences. Then there is a monotone

AC "2 such that Fr(A) = S and A n S = T.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose A,B C u2 are monotone, Fr(A) is nonempty, and

there is a continuous function f:Fr(A) —► Fr(B) which is relatively monotone (i.e.,

fix) < f(y) for any x,y E Fr(A) such that x < y) and satisfies i6A» f(x) E B
for each x E Fr(A).  Then there is g: w2 —> u2 extending f and witnessing A <m B.

Proposition 2.1 states that, for almost any reasonable specification of the fron-

tier of a monotone set, there actually is a monotone set meeting that specification.

(Clearly the frontier of a monotone set A is closed and Monp, since Fr(A) = An—A;

Proposition 1.2(a) implies that A is monotone, and its dual implies that —A is

hereditary. The extra assumption in 2.1 is annoying and stronger than abso-

lutely necessary, but it cannot be deleted entirely; putting S = T = w2 would

not work. However, it is always easy to get around this requirement; for example,

one can replace S and T by their images under the function which maps x E w2 to

(0, l,x(0),0, l,x(l),...).) Proposition 2.2 implies that this monotone set is unique

up to monotone equivalence; in fact, the monotone degree of the set depends only

on the internal structure of S and T, not on how they are embedded in w2. Hence,

almost any diagram as in this section defines a unique monotone degree. (Some-

times an explicit specification of S and T will accompany a diagram when it is

not obvious that the diagram can be embedded in u2.) Furthermore, when one is

trying to decide whether one monotone set is monotone reducible to another, the

diagrams give all of the required information.

We now prove the two propositions. Note the useful fact that, if a; is a point in

the frontier of a monotone set A, then (x \ri)l E A and (x \n)0 £ A for each n Eoj.

(Since x E Fr(A), some point y of (x\n)w2 is in A, and (x\n)l > y; similarly for

(x\n)0.)

PROOF OF 2.1. First note that a set X C "2 is Monp iff, whenever x,z E X

and x < y < z, y is also in S. If X = B - C, x, z E X, and x < y < z, then y E B

since z E B and y $ C since x £ C, so y E X. Conversely, if X has the latter

property, then it is easy to see that X = X- Cl X<.

The sets B = -(S<) and Z = -(S-) are both open. Since S is Monp, S =

S- C\ S<, so Bu Z = —S. By the polarized first separation property for open sets

(see §11.5), there are B' C B and Z' C Z (with B' monotone and Z' hereditary,

by our notational convention) such that B' U Z' = -S and B' n Z' = 0. Let

A = B' U T. Since T^ n S = T and T^ - S C S^ - S C B - Z C B', A is
monotone. Since B' n S = 0, A n S = T. Since B' C A and Z' C -A are open,

Fr(A) C ~(B' U Z') = S. Now suppose x E S and n E oj. The point (xfn)T is not

in S by hypothesis and it is not in Z' since (x\n)l > x £ Z', so (x\n)T E B' C A.

Similarly, (x\n)0 E Z' C -A. Since (x\n)T -+ x and (x\n)0 —» x as n —► oo,

x E Fr(A); since x was arbitrary, S = Fr(A), so we are done.     □

PROOF OF 2.2. Let S = Fr(A). For each x E "2 - S, there is an n E oj

such that x\(n + 1) decides membership in A (i.e., either (x\(n + l))w2 C A or

(x\(n+l))u2 C -A); let d(x) be the least such n. Since S ^ 0 and A is monotone,

it is easy to see that (x \(d(x) + l))w2 C A iff x(d(x)) = 1. Define the function /i by:
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for each n E oj such that there is x E w2 - S with d(x) > n, let h(n) be the least k

such that there is x E "2 - S with d(x) > n and (x\(k + l))w2 C\ S = 0. Clearly h

is a nondecreasing function on its domain.    □

CLAIM.   // h(n) is defined for all nEoj, then h(n) —> oo as n —* oo.

PROOF. Suppose not, and fix fc € u; such that fc > h(n) for all n; then we

can choose xn E u2 for each n such that d(x) > n and (xn \k)u2 D S = 0. By

replacing (xn:n E oj) with a subsequence, we may assume that xn converges to

some point x E w2 as n —» oo. Since d(x) > n, (xn [n)w2 meets both A and -A;

since A is monotone, (xn\n)l E A and (xn\n)0 E -A. But (xn[n)l —► x and

(x„ [n)0 —> x as n —► oo, so x € S. Since xn —► x, there is n such that x ffc = xn ffc,

so (xn [fc)w2 fl 5 ^ 0, contradiction.      D

Now define g: u2 -> w2 by

{/(x) ifxeS,

((lub{/(j/):y€5, »rMd(x))<xr/»(d(x))})rMdW))T   ifx€A-S,

((glb{/(»):yeS, l/WW)>xrMd(a:))})rMd(a;)))0    if x E -A - S.

Here lub and gib stand for the least upper bound and greatest lower bound, re-

spectively, of a subset of w2. It follows immediately from the definition of h that

(x\h(d(x)))u2 nS/0; hence, the arguments to lub and gib above are nonempty.

First, we show that g(x) E B iff x E A. This is true by hypothesis if x € 5. If

x E A - S, choose y E S such that y\h(d(x)) = x\h(d(x)); then f(y) E Fr(5), so

(f(y)\Hd(x)))i G B, and since g(x) > (f(y)\h(d(x)))l, g(x) E B. The argument
for x E —A — S is analogous.

We now show that g is continuous. If x ^ S, then g(x) depends only on x \h(d(x)).

But d(y) = d(x) if y\(d(x) + 1) = x\(d(x) + 1), so g(y) = g(x) if y\k = x\k, where

fc = max(h(d(x)), d(x) + 1); hence, g is continuous at x. Now suppose x E S. Ii a

neighborhood of x is contained in S, then g is continuous at x since it matches / on

this neighborhood; so suppose this is not the case. Fix rn E oj; we will find n E oj

so large that x'\n = x\n implies f(x') \m = f(x) \m. There is fc E oj so large that

f(y)\m < f(x)\m f°r any y E S such that y\k < x\k and f(y)\m > f(x)\m for
any y E S such that y \ fc > x ffc. (This follows from a compactness argument similar

to that in Proposition 1.2(a).) Note that, if x' \n = x\n but x' ^ S, then d(x') > n.

Now choose n so large that n > fc, h(n) > fc, and h(n) > m. To see that this n works,

suppose x' E w2 and x' \n = x\n. If x' G 5, then f(x') \m = f(x) \m since n > fc.

If x' E A — 5, then d(x') > n, so ft(<f(x')) > fc. This means that each y considered

in the definition of g(x') satisfies y\k < x'ffc = xffc, so f(y)\m < f(x)\m for all

such y. But there is such a y for which y\h(d(x')) = x' \h(d(x')), so y\k = x\k, so

f(y) \m = f(x) \m. Therefore, g(x') \m = f(x) \m = g(x) \m, as desired. The case

x' E -A - S is analogous.

It remains to show that g is monotone. Suppose x,x' E u2 and x < x'. Note

that —A — S is hereditary since it is the complement of the monotone set A, and

similarly A — S is monotone; this reduces the number of cases we must consider to

six. If x,x' E S, then g(x) = f(x) < f(x') = g(x') since / is relatively monotone.

II x E S and x' E A — S, then x is one of the t/'s considered in the definition

of g(x'), so g(x') > f(x) = g(x); similarly if x € -A - S and x' E S. Next,

suppose x,x' E A - S.   Then (x\(d(x) + l))w2 C A, so, since A is monotone,
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(x'\(d(x) + l))w2 C A; therefore, d(x') < d(x), and hence h(d(x')) < h(d(x)).

But then each y considered in the definition of g(x) is also considered for g(x'), so

g(x')\h(d(x')) > g(x)\h(d(x')), so g(x') > g(x). Finally, suppose x E -A - S and

x' E A - S. Assume d(x) > d(x'); the case d(x) < d(x') is similar. Choose y E S

such that y\h(d(x)) = x\h(d(x)). Then y meets the conditions in the definitions of

both g(x) and g(x'), so g(x) < f(y) < g(x'), as desired.     D

3. Least upper bounds. For any sets X, Y C u2, define jn(A, Y) to be

OA U IY. It is easy to see that jn(A, Y) is a least upper bound of X and Y

under Wadge reducibility, since 0W2 and 1"2 are clopen. (This immediately implies

that jn(A",Y') <w jn(X,y) whenever X' <w X and Y' <w Y.) Furthermore,

—jn(A, Y) = jn(-A, —Y). We will define a version of jn for monotone sets under

monotone reducibility with analogous properties.

jn(A,Y) jn+(A,B)

FIGURE 2.3.  The operations jn and jn+

For monotone sets A,B C w2, define jn+(A, B) as follows: if A = B = 0 or

A = B = u2, let jn+(A,S) = A; otherwise, let jn+(A,B) = 01A U 10S U llw2.
(See Figure 2.3. The first two cases are not as exceptional as they appear, as we

will see in the next section.) Clearly jn+(A,£?) is monotone and A and B are

monotone reducible to it. Now, suppose C >m A and C >m B. If A = B = 0 or

A = B = "2, then clearly C >m jn+(A,£?). Otherwise, we must have C ^ 0 and

C / "2, so 1 6 C and 0 ^ C Hence, if monotone functions / and g reduce A and

B, respectively, to C, then jn+(A, B) is reduced to C by the monotone function h

defined by h(01x) = f(x), h(10x) = g(x), h(llx) = T, and h(00x) = 0. This proves

that jn+(A,i?) is a least upper bound of A and B with respect to monotone sets

and monotone reducibility.

A similar argument shows that jn+(A, B) is a least upper bound of A and B

with respect to <w; one merely chooses two suitable points instead of using the

fixed points T and 0. Therefore, the collection of monotone sets in the monotone or

Wadge class or degree of a given monotone set is closed under jn+ (since the given

set is an upper bound for any two sets in the collection). This means that a member

of this collection is <m-greatest in the collection (i.e., exceeds or is equivalent to

any other member) iff it is <m-maximal in the collection (i.e., is not exceeded by

any other member). Also, a monotone set is <m-maximal in its Wadge class iff it

is <m-maximal in its Wadge degree.
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li AC A' and B C B', then \n+(A,B) C jn+(A',S'). Also, if A„ C An+1

and £n C Bn+1 for n G w, then jn+((Jn£w An,Un€w-Bn) = \Jn€uin+(An,Bn),

and if An 2 An+l and Bn D Bn+1 for n G w, then jn+(fl„€u An,D„ew-B„) =

flngw Jn+(An, B„). (Another way of saying this is that the operation jn+ is 'mono-

tone' and 'continuous.') This is easy to prove; one merely has to be careful of the

'exceptional' cases, for which one uses such facts as:  if An ^ w2 for all n, then

[JnAn^"2(sinceO£U„A»)-
The set jn+ (B, C) is composed of four pieces in disjoint clopen parts of w2, two

of which look like B and C while the other two are trivial. Any set A monotone

reducible to this set will also be divided in this way, although some of the clopen

parts might be empty. It therefore makes sense to suppose that A is equivalent

to a least upper bound of a set reducible to B and a set reducible to C. This

is not always true, as the example A = 0, B = "2 ^ C shows; however, this

counterexample is essentially unique.

PROPOSITION 2.3. If B,C C w2 are monotone, A <m jn+(B,C), and A $.

{0,u2}, then A =m jn+(5',C") for some B' <m B and C <m C.

PROOF. First suppose B = 0. If C = w2, then A is clopen but not 0 or w2, so

A =m jn+(0, w2) (this is easy; see section III.l), so we can let B' = B and C" = C;

otherwise, B <m C, so jn+(S,C) =m C, so we can let B' = B and C" = A. The

cases B = "2, C = 0, and C = w2 are similar, so we may assume B,C £ {0,w2}.

Suppose f:"2 — w2 witnesses A <m jn+(S,C). Let B' = A - f'1 " 10"2

and C = A — f~l " 01w2. We show that these sets have the required properties

by defining monotone functions witnessing the required reducibilities. To see that

B' <m B, define g: "2 -» "2 by

' y   iif(x)=01y,

g(x)= | T   ilf(x) = lly,

0    otherwise;

this works since B is monotone but not 0 or u2. We show C" <m C similarly.

For B' <m A, define ^(x) to be x if /(x)(l) = 1 and 0 otherwise; for C <m A,

define g(x) to be x if /(x)(0) = 1 and 0 otherwise. Finally, for A <m jn+(i?',C"),

define g(x) to be Olx if f(x) E 01w2, lOx if f(x) E 10w2, T if f(x) E 11^2, and 0 if
f(x) E 00w2.      □

An immediate consequence of this is that if the monotone degree of a set A is

jn+-irreducible (i.e., there are no sets B, C <m A such that jn+(B,C) =m A), then

it is jn+-prime (i.e., there are no sets B, C ^m A such that jn+(B,C) >m A).

We say that two sets X, Y C w2 are m-disjoint iff for any x G X and y E Y we

have x ^ y and y ^ x. Call a set X C w2 m-connected iff it cannot be expressed

as the union of two nonempty m-disjoint sets, each of which is relatively closed

in X. The m-connected component of a point x in X is the largest m-connected

subset of X containing x; a function /: X —> u2 is m-continuous iff it is continuous

and relatively monotone. The basic facts about connectedness also hold for m-

connectedness under these definitions.

It is easy to see that a monotone set A whose frontier is nonempty and m-

connected must be jn+-prime. (If / witnesses A <m ]n+(B, C), then / cannot map
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a frontier point of A to llw2 or 00"2; hence, Fr(A)n/-x "01w2 and Fr(A)n/"1 "10w2

form a partition of Fr(A) into two m-disjoint relatively closed sets, so one of them

must be empty. Therefore, if g(x) is f(x) with the initial 01 or 10 removed, then

g maps Fr(A) into either Fr(B) or Fr(C), and we can apply Proposition 2.2 to see

that A <m B or A <m C.) The converse is not true; a simple counterexample will

be given in Figure 3.2(b).

4. The 'flat' operator. In this section we will define for each set X C w2 a

set Xy, C u2; the 'flat' operator will have the following properties:

(1) Xy, is monotone.

(2) Xy, =w X.
(3) If X is monotone, then Xy, <m X.

(4) If X<WY, then *b <m Yb.

(5) jn+(Ab,n) = (jn(A,Y))b.

(6)     -fyXy,   =  (-fyX)y,.
Using these facts, we can prove several interesting properties of monotone degrees.

From (1) and (2), we see that every Wadge degree contains a monotone set. This

is a nontrivial result; I believe it was first proved by C. Schlindwein and N. Kose.

Properties (1) and (4) show that the operation X i—> Xy, is an embedding of

(^("2),<w) into (Mon, <m), and (5) and (6) show that this embedding preserves

(binary) least upper bounds and duality. (Note that (2) implies the converse of

(4).) It would be nice if (6) were — fyX\, = (-X)y,, but you cannot have everything;

however, since fy has no effect on <w, an embedding of (P(w2),<w,jn, — fy) into

(Mon, <m, jn+, —fy.) reflects the structure we want to reflect.

Finally, (1), (2), and (4) show that the 'flat' sets lie in a single monotone degree

within each Wadge degree, and (3) implies that this is the least monotone degree

in the Wadge degree. (Unfortunately, it is not this easy to get greatest monotone

degrees.)

We now define Xy, for each X. Define the function f\,: -u2 —> -w2 by: given a

finite or infinite sequence s, we obtain fy,(s) by replacing each 0 in the sequence

with the pair 01 and each 1 with the pair 10. (Thus, i(f\,(s)) = 2l(s).) Then /b
maps w2 to a set of <-incomparable points in ul2; this means that we can define a

monotone set A having arbitrary intersection with fy, ""2. To get such a set which

is monotone equivalent to a given set X, however, takes some care. Define Xy, as

follows: for any y E "2,

if 2/=/t>(x), then y E Xy,  <=>  x E X;

ity = fy,(s)00z,       then y E Xy, •<=>•  (VxDs) x E X;

if U — fb(s)Hz,       then y E Xy,  <=> (3xDs)x E X.

(The definition of jn+ can be given in a similar format. This means that the

exceptional cases for jn+ are not really that exceptional; in particular, it explains

why there are no exceptions in property (5).)

PROOF OF (1) -(6). For (1), we must show that for any y, y' E "2 with y < y',

y E Xy, implies y' E Xy,. We will just do two cases; the rest are similar or easier.

First, suppose y = f\>(s)llz and y' = f\,(s')llz'. Since y < y', it is clear that s

extends s'. Hence, if y E Xy,, then there is x G X extending s, and this x also

extends s', so y' E Xy,.   Next, suppose y = fy,(s)00z and y' = fy,(s')llz'.   Since
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y < y' and 01 is incomparable with 10, the sequences s and s' must agree as far

as they are both defined; hence, there is x G w2 which extends both s and s'. Now

y E Xy, implies x G X, which implies y' E Xy,.

The map fy, witnesses X <w Xy,. We now construct a map / witnessing Xy, <w X.

For each s E <w2, choose points as, b3 E "2 such that as D s, bs D s, as <£ X (unless

s"2 C X), and bs E X (unless s"2C\X = 0). Now define /: w2 -> "2 by: if y = /b(x),

let f(y) = x;iiy = fy,(s)00z, let /(y) = as; if y = fb(s)llz, let f(y) = b„. It is easy
to see that knowing the first 2n bits of y (i.e., y \2n) suffices to determine the first

n bits of f(y), so / is continuous. If y = /b(x), then y E Xy, iff x G X iff /(y) G X;

if 1/ = /b(s)002, then y E Xb iff (VxDs) x G X iff aa G A iff f(y) E X; the case
y = /b(s)ll2 is similar. Therefore, / witnesses Xy, <w X, as desired.

The proof of (3) is the same as that of (2), except that we use the specific points

as = sO and bs = sl (which have the required properties since X is monotone). To

see that the resulting / is monotone, suppose that y, y' E w2 and y < y'. Let n

be least such that y(2n) ^ y'(2n) or y(2n + 1) ^ y'(2n + 1). If a 00 or 11 occurs

among the first n pairs of bits in y and y', then f(y) = f(y'), so we may assume

y \2n = f\,(s) for some s of length n. Since y < y', either y(2n) = y(2n + 1) = 0 or

y'(2n) = y'(2n + 1) = 1, so either f(y) = as < f(y') or f(y) < bs = f(y').
For (4), we first note that Fr(Xb) = fy, "Fr(X). (Clearly any point not in /b "w2

has a neighborhood which either is contained in Xb or does not meet Xb. The

same applies to any point of the form /b(x) with x ^ Fr(X); e.g., if sw2 C X, then

A(s)w2 C Xb. On the other hand, /b is a homeomorphism between w2 and /b "u2,

so frontier points of X must be mapped to frontier points of Xb.) Now, suppose

/: w2 -+ w2 witnesses X <w Y. Then the map /b o / o /j,"1: /b " "2 -> /b " w2 is

continuous and (vacuously) relatively monotone, and its restriction to Fr(Xb) maps

into Fr(Yb) and maps points in X to points in Y, points not in X to points not in

Y. Therefore, by Proposition 2.2, Xb <m Yb.

To prove (5) and (6), just work through the definitions.    D

5. The separation and reduction properties. In this section we describe

two properties that are quite useful in ordinary descriptive set theory (and in par-

ticular the study of Wadge reducibility), and give analogues which are just as useful

in the study of monotone reducibility.

Suppose T is a collection of subsets of w2. We say that the first separation

property holds for T (in symbols, Sep^r)) iff, for any disjoint X,Y ET, there is

X' G T nT- such that X C X' C — Y. We say that the reduction property holds for

T (Red(r)) iff, for any X, Y E T, there are X', Y' E T such that X' C X, Y' C Y,
X' U Y' = X U F, and X' n Y' = 0. See Figure 2.4.

In order to motivate the monotone analogues of these two properties, we will

rewrite the properties in a form that, although less symmetric, is more amenable

to generalization. The first separation property for T can be stated as follows: For

any X, Y C "2 such that X G T, Y E T_, and X C Y, there is X' G T n T_ such
that X C X' C Y. And the reduction property for T is equivalent to: For any

X G T and Y E T_, there is X' G T such that X' U Y E T_ and X n Y C X' C X.
(The Vs here are the complements of the Y's in the original statements.)

In these latter forms, the complementation operator serves only to define the

dual class of the given class T. Let Sepf(r) and Red£>(r) be the result of replacing

- with an operator D: P(u2) -* P(u2).  Many of the desirable properties of SepT
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X \\l Y X/f       \Y

_Ll_^1_I I_._._L._

(a) First separation (b) Reduction

FIGURE 2.4.  The separation and reduction properties

and Red will go through for Sepf and RedD if D has the duality properties of -,

namely DDX = X and X C Y =► DX D DY. The operator -fy from section

II. 1 has these properties and sends monotone sets to monotone sets, so Sepj and

Red-* are the desired monotone analogues of SepT and Red.

When we look at Sepj (r) or Red~^(r) in this paper, T will usually be the

collection of monotone sets in a fixed Wadge class. We therefore make the following

definitions: PSepT(r) means Sep,~*(rnMon), and PRed(r) means Red~*(rnMon).

The P stands for polarized; the motivation for this will be clear shortly.

When the definitions of PSepj and PRed are transformed into forms analogous

to the original forms of SepT and Red, they become: A class T satisfies the polarized

first separation property iff, for any monotone A ET and any hereditary Z ET§

such that A n Z = 0, there is a monotone A' E T such that —A' E T§ and

A C A' C — Z; and T satisfies the polarized reduction property iff, for any monotone

A G T and any hereditary Z ET§, there exist a monotone A' E T and a hereditary

Z' E T$ such that A' C A, Z' C Z, A' U Z' = A U Z, and A' n Z' = 0. (See
Figure 2.5.) If T is a Wadge class, then T§ = T, so we can drop the $'s.

(a) Polarized first separation (b) Polarized reduction

FIGURE 2.5. The polarized versions
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The polarized separation and reduction properties for a Wadge class imply their

ordinary counterparts: to separate or reduce the sets X and Y, apply PSepj or

PRed to the sets Xb and -(—Y)b and take inverse images under the map /b of the

preceding section.

The polarized properties are analogous to the ordinary properties in a num-

ber of ways. For example, the analogue of the fact that Red(r_) => Sepj(r) is

PRed(r_^) => PSep^r), which is proved in the same way (given disjoint A E T

and Z E T§, apply PRed to — Z and —A). Another example is the fact that

PRed(Ei) holds, by a proof quite similar to the usual proof of Red(E^): given

open sets A and Z, apply Proposition 1.2 to A and —Z to get clopen sets A„ and

Zn such that Unew An = A and U„ew Zn = Z; then let

A' = |J IAn -(J     Zm) and        Z' = [J (zn -\J    Am\ .
n€w  \ m<n / n£u   \ m<n J

This last example brings up an important point. Most proofs of Sepj or Red

start by expressing the sets to be separated or reduced in a special form, which is

often equivalent to being in Cp^ for some Boolean operation H. In this case, the

proof almost always can be easily modified to give a proof of Sepj or Red-* for

the .//-positive sets. However, we will usually be more interested in PSep^Cp^)

and PRed(Cp#). This shows the importance of the equality (1.1); proofs of polar-

ized separation and reduction will usually be easy if (1.1) holds and quite difficult

otherwise.

Many classes which satisfy the reduction property also satisfy the more powerful

prewellordering property. The prewellordering property holds for a collection T of

subsets of "2 (Pwo(r)) iff, for any X G T, there is a prewellordering < of X (i.e.,

a reflexive, transitive, well-founded relation on X such that any x, y E X satisfy

either x < y or y < x) such that the following sets are in V (more precisely, their

images under the canonical homeomorphism from w2 x w2 to "2 are in T):

{(x, y) E "2 x w2: x G X A (y £ X V x < y)},

{(x,y) E "2 x w2:x G X A (y <£ X V y z< x)}.

There does not seem to be a version of this for general duality operators D, but there

is a polarized version for the Cantor space: the polarized prewellordering property

holds for T (PPwo(r)) iff, for every monotone X E T, there is a prewellordering <

as above such that x G X and y > x imply y <x.

Just as in the ordinary case, PPwo(r) implies PRed(r) if Y is the Wadge class

of some subset of "2. If A, Z C w2 are in T, let < be the prewellordering obtained

by applying PPwo(r) to ]n+(A,fyZ), and let A' = {x E A:01x < 10$(x)} and

Z' = {x E Z:01x ^ 10fy(x)}; it is easy to verify that A' and Z' have the required

properties. Also, it is easy to prove PPwo(Ej): any monotone open set A is a

countable union of monotone clopen sets An, and we can define x < y to mean

n(x) < n(y), where n(x) is the least n such that x G An. More facts about PPwo

are given in section III.6.

We have already seen an application of PRed in the proof of Proposition 2.1. We

conclude this section with an application of PSepj to give a more understandable

proof of Cenzer's result [1] that every monotone A° set A is monotone reducible
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to {x E w2: x(n) = 1 for infinitely many n}. Both A and —A are Expositive by

Proposition 1.2(b), so write A = (Jn€w ^n an<^ ̂  = Un€w ^™ where An and Zn are

closed; we may assume An C Am and Zn Q Zm for n < m. Apply PSepi(ITi) to

get monotone clopen sets Cn such that An C Cn C —Zn. Now define /:w2 —► w2

by: f(x)(n) = 1 iff x G C„. The function / is monotone and continuous because

the sets Cn are monotone and clopen. If x E A, then x E An C Cn and hence

f(x)(n) = 1 for sufficiently large n; if x ^ A, then x G Zn C —Cn and hence

/(x)(n) = 0 for sufficiently large n. Therefore, / witnesses A <m {x G w2: x(n) = 1

for infinitely many n}.

III. Specific levels in the Wadge hierarchy

We now begin a detailed study of the monotone degrees within specific Wadge

degrees. In order to do this, we start by reviewing the structure of the lower

Wadge degrees. The facts here are due mainly to Hausdorff [4, esp. §30] and

Wadge [14, pp. 74-92 and 141-146].

Haa      ( {0} J f    Q    J (*'   J ( )

Haa+1nHaa+i_ (    Cp   J ( ) ( J

V ) \P~J V /

FIGURE 3.1. The lowest Wadge degrees

The Wadge degrees of A° sets form an initial segment of the Wadge degrees; that

is, any A° set is Wadge reducible to any non-A^ set. The A° degrees are arranged

in ojy levels, each containing alternately one or two degrees, as shown in Figure 3.1,

where Wadge complexity increases from left to right. (Since "2 is compact, the

limit levels have two degrees.) The Wadge class generated by one of the degrees at

the a'th level with two degrees will be called Haa; the class generated by the other

degree at this level will then be HaQ_, and the class generated by the lone degree

at the next level will be Haa+i nHaQ+i _. A set in the degree which generates the

Wadge class HaQ will be called a strictly HaQ set; similar terminology will be used

for other Wadge degrees.

Fix a set X C w2, and define closed sets Ra for a < ojy as follows: Ro = w2,

Rx = DaKxRa for limit A, and Ra+y = Ra nX n Ra - X. Then there is a

countable ordinal a0 such that Ra = Rao for all a > ao, and X is A2 if and only

if Rao = 0. The set X is in HaQ iff Ra n X = 0, and X is in HaQ_ iff Ra C X.
An equivalent definition can be given in terms of iterated sequences of points; for

example, X is in Ha2 iff there do not exist points xnm E X for m, n E oj such

that limm-,00 xnm G w2 - X for each n but limn^oo limm_00 xnm € X.   Hence,
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X G Ha2 iff no sequence of frontier points of X which are not in X converges to a

point in X.

A few of these classes have other names, and the degrees generating these classes

are marked in Figure 3.1: Ha0 = {0}, Ha0_ = {w2}, Hai n Hai_ = Cp, Hax = Q,

Hai_ = 7, and Ha2 = 7p.

1. The first six Wadge degrees. The Wadge degrees {0} and {"2} clearly

each contain exactly one monotone degree. There is just one monotone degree of

strictly clopen sets, since any monotone set in this Wadge degree can be reduced

to any other by the map which sends all points in the first set to 1 and all other

points to 0.

The next two Wadge degrees (the strictly open sets and the strictly closed sets)

also contain exactly one monotone degree each. This fact (as well as the facts in

the previous paragraph) is proven directly by Cenzer [1], but it is an immediate

consequence of Proposition 2.2 (since all of the frontier points of one monotone set

in the degree can be mapped to a single frontier point of another such set).

The sixth Wadge degree contains those sets X such that Fr(X)nX and Fr(X)-X

are both nonempty and closed. Among the monotone sets in this degree are the two

depicted in Figure 2.2 (call them A and B, respectively); it is clear that A <m B.

It turns out that these two sets represent the only two monotone degrees in this

Wadge degree; Proposition 2.2 implies that any monotone set in this degree having

a frontier point in the set lying above a frontier point outside the set is monotone

equivalent to B, while any other monotone set in the degree is monotone equivalent

to A.

We will now see that the simplicity of these first six degrees stops abruptly at

the degree of strictly 7P sets.

2. Differences of closed sets. The main purpose of this long section is to

show that the collection of 7P monotone degrees is very large and complicated,

containing, among other things, uncountable ascending and descending chains and

antichains.

2.1. A few examples. Figure 3.2 shows seven monotone-inequivalent 7P sets;

it gives some idea of the possibilities available at this level. (The outer diamond

is omitted in the second row because it just gets in the way.) Recall that a set is

strictly 7P iff there is a sequence of frontier points in the set converging to a frontier

point outside the set, but not vice versa.

Diagram (a) is supposed to represent the most natural monotone 7P set, namely

the truth table of the Boolean operation 6 fl a, which can be written as {x G

w2: Vn x(2n) = 1 and 3n x(2n + 1) = 1}. If A C w2 is monotone and 7P, then A-A

is closed and relatively hereditary in A, so A = A n -(A - A)<, which means that

A is the intersection of a monotone closed set and a monotone open set. Hence,

A is in (Cp f~l Mon)sn<r, which proves (1.1) for 6 n a and shows that the monotone

degree of (a) is the greatest 7P monotone degree.

Since we have (1.1) for 6 n a, it is reasonable to suppose that the usual proof of

Red(fp) can be transformed into a proof of PRed(7P), and this is indeed the case.

Given 7P sets A and Z, write A = Ao fl Ai and Z = Z0 fl Zy where A0 and Z0 are

closed and Ai and Zy are open. Apply PRed(£) to Ay and Zy to get A\ and Z[,
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\V/   \ /   \       y

(a) (b) (c)

.I    11 in    U«-    \|
(d) (e) (f) (g)

FIGURE 3.2.  Examples of 7P monotone sets

and let A' = A0 n (A\ U (Ay - Z0)) and Z' = Z0 D (Z[ U (Zx - A0)); it is easy to
verify that A' and Z' reduce A and Z as desired.

The set in (a) has a sequence of frontier points x„ such that x„ is in the set

for each n, xo > xy > ■ ■ ■, and limn-nx, xn is not in the set; hence, any set to

which the set in (a) is monotone reducible must have such a sequence. Conversely,

the set {x G u'2:Vnx(2n) = 1 and 3nx(2n + 1) = 1} is monotone reducible to

any monotone set having such a sequence (map points in the set which begin with

(10)nll to xn), so any such set which is 7P is in the greatest 7P monotone degree.

Note that any monotone set having such a sequence must have uncountably many

frontier points, since the limit point and the first point in the sequence differ at

infinitely many coordinates and any point between these two must be a frontier

point.

It is easy to see that the set in (b) is monotone reducible to any strictly 7P mono-

tone set, so it is in the least strictly 7P monotone degree (i.e., the one containing

Xb for strictly 7P X). The set in (c) is the monotone join of the sets in (b) and in

2.2(b).

The rest of the diagrams show various possibilities for putting together conver-

gent sequences of points to form frontiers of monotone 7P sets. (For those who need

to be convinced that these diagrams can be embedded in w2, one way of placing

the isolated frontier points is as follows: for (e), 0(01)n10 and l(01)nT0; for (f),

(01)n1000T and (01)n1010l; for (g), (01)n110T.) It is easy to verify that no two of

(a)-(g) are monotone equivalent. This ad hoc list of configurations could be contin-

ued indefinitely; in the next two subsections we will proceed more systematically.

2.2. Bushes. In this section we will generalize the example in Figure 3.2(g) to

obtain a large collection of 7P monotone degrees including, among other things, an

increasing sequence of degrees of length ojy, and chains and antichains of cardinality

2"°. Let [w]<w denote the collection of finite subsets of oj.
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DEFINITION. A bush is a nonempty set S C [oj}<u such that any subset of a

member of S is in S and (S,D) is well-founded. Given a bush S, let

B(S) ={xE"2:x^TO and -BmEoj \x(2m) =0/\{n< m:x(2n + l) = 1} G 5]}.

Also, for any bush S, define a function rk§: S-»Ui by recursion on D as follows:

for any u E S, rk$(u) ta the least ordinal a such that a > rks(v) for all but finitely

many v D u in S.

Note that u C v E S implies rkg(u) > rks(w). For any u C oj, let £(u) be the

characteristic function of {2n: n Eoj}U {2n + 1: n G u}.

PROPOSITION 3.1. For any bush S, B(S) is monotone; if rks(0) > 0, then

B(S) is strictly 7P. The frontier of B(S) is {£(u):u E S}; the only frontier point

of B(S) which is not in B(S) is 10.

PROOF. If x < 10, then x(2ra) = 0 for some m, and since 0 G S we see that

x ^ B(S). It follows easily from the fact that every subset of a member of S is in

S that B(S) U {10} is monotone, so B(S) is monotone. It also follows from this

fact that, if x(2m) = 0 for some m, then membership of x in B(S) is determined

by x\(2m + 1), so x £ Fr(B(S)). If x = £(u) where u £ S, then u fl n <£ S

for some n since S is well-founded under D, and this implies y G B(S) for any

y G w2 such that y[2n = x\2n. Therefore, Fr(B(S)) C {£(u):u E S}^ On the

other hand, it is easy to see that, if x = £(u) and u E S, then (xfn)l G B(S)

and (xfn)0 ^ B(S) for any n, so x G Fr(B(S)). Clearly the only frontier point

of B(S) not in B(S) is TO = £(0), so BjS) - B(S) is closed, so B(S) is 7P.

Finally, suppose rks(0) > 0. Then S is infinite, so (J 5 must be infinite. For

each n E [JS, {n} is a subset of a member of S and is therefore itself a member

of S. This means that £({rt}) G B(S) fl Fr(B(S)) for arbitrarily large n; since

lim^oo £({n}) = 10 £ B(S), B(S) is strictly 7P.     D
The proof that rkg(0) > 0 implies {n} E S for infinitely many n can easily be

extended to show that rkg(u) > a implies rkg(w U {n}) > a for infinitely many n

(use the fact that {v D u:rks(v) > a} is infinite).

PROPOSITION 3.2. If S and T are bushes, the function /:w2 —► w2 witnesses

B(S) <m B(T), and uE S, then f(£(u)) is £(v) for some v ET, and rks(u) <

rkT(v).

PROOF. Since / must map frontier points to frontier points, it is clear that

f(£(u)) is £(v) for some (unique) v ET. We prove rks(u) < rkT(f) by D-induction

on u. So suppose the proposition is true for all u' D u in S. If rks(u) = 0, we

are done. Otherwise, there is a sequence (un:n G oj) such that un D u, un E S,

rkg(tin) < rks(un+i), un ^ um for n ^ m, and rks(u) is the proper supremum

of {rks(un):n E oj}. Let vn = C_1(/(C("n))); then vn G T, vn 2 v (since / is

monotone), and rkr(wn) > rks(u„). We will show that {vn:n E oj} is infinite; this

will imply rkr(u) > rks(u), as desired. Since {un:n E oj} is infinite, Unewu™ ^s

infinite. Let fc0 < fci < • • • enumerate Unewu"- ^or eacn z e w' i^i) = un f°r

some n, so f_1 (/(£({**}))) = vn for that n. Furthermore, f(£({kt})) E B(T) but

limt^oo m({ki})) = /(lim^oo e({*J)) = /(10) ^ B(T), so {/(€({*«}))■«€ ^} is
infinite, so {V: 3nw' C vn} is infinite; since each vn is finite, {fn: n G oj} is infinite.

□
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COROLLARY. // S, T, and f are as above, then rkg(0) < rkr(0); also, if

rks(u) > a for some nonempty uE S, then rk^t;) > a for some nonempty v ET.

Now for some more definitions. For any g:oj —► oj and any S C [w]<w, let

g"uS = {guu:uE S}. Given 5 C [oj}<", let Jy(S) = (g+ " "S)U{»U{0}:»e

g+ " " S}, where g+(n) = n + 1 for n E oj. Let J2(S, S') = (ge" " S) U (g0 " " S'),

where ge(n) = 2n and g0(n) = 2n+1. Fix a bijective pairing function j:uxu->w

which is strictly increasing in each argument, and define Jw: wP([w]<a;) —> P(\oj]<u1)

by: given Sn Q [oj]<" for n G oj, let ^((Sn'.n E oj)) = (jn€uJ gn " "5„, where

9n(m) = j(n,m) for n,m E oj. Define Ra and R'a for a < ojy as follows: Let

#o = {0}- Given Ra, let ^ = Jy(Ra) and #Q+X = Ju,((R'a:n E oj)). Finally, for

a countable limit ordinal A, choose a sequence an < ai < ■ ■ • with limit A, and

let Rx = Ju,((R'an:n E oj)). (The sets Ra and R'a are not well-defined because

of the need to choose cofinal sequences in limit ordinals, but we will see that the

monotone degrees of B(Ra) and B(R'a) are well-defined.)

Since the functions g+, ge, g0, and gn are all one-to-one, we easily see that Jy, J2,

and Jw map bushes to bushes; hence, Ra and R'a are bushes for all a. Note that

the frontier of B(Ry) is isomorphic to Figure 3.2(g). Also note that {0} G Ra for

all a > 0, since {0} G R'a for all a and ge(0) = j(0,0) = 0.

PROPOSITION 3.3.   For alia <ojy,

rkRa(0)=rkR,a(0)=rkR,J{O}) = a.

PROOF. An easy D-induction on u shows that, if 5 is a bush, g:oj —► oj is one-

to-one, and u E S, then rkg(u) = rkg««s(g " u). Similarly, we see that: ii u E S,

then rkjltS)(9+ " u) = rkjl(s)({0} U g+ " u) = rks(u); if u E S and u ^ 0, then

rkj2(s,5')(9e" u) = rkj2(S'iiS)(r;0"u) = rks(u); and if u E Sk and u / 0, then

rkJuii/Sn:neu'))(gkilu) = rksk(u). The proposition now follows by a straightforward

induction on a.     D

PROPOSITION 3.4. If S is a bush and rks(0) > a, then there is a strictly

increasing function h:oj —► w such that h " "i?Q C S. If rkg(u) > a for some

nonempty u, then there is a strictly increasing function fcu->u such that h " " R'a

CS.

PROOF. Define functions ta,t'a:oj —► [w]<w as follows: Let t0(n) = 0. Given

ta, let t'a(0) = {0} and, for each n, let t'a(n + 1) = 0 if ta(n) = 0; otherwise,

let t'a(n + 1) = {0} U g+ " ta(n). Given t'a, let ta+y(j(n,m)) = gn " t'a(m) for

n,m Eoj. Finally, if A is a limit ordinal and (an: n E oj) is the sequence chosen in

the definition of Rx, let tx(j(n, m)) = gn " t'an (m).

It is not hard to verify the following facts by induction on a. For any nonempty

u E [oj]<uj, u E Ra iff u C ta(m&x(u)), and u E R'a iff u C t'a(max(u)). Ii

ta(n) ^ 0, then max(ta(n)) = n; if t'a(n) ^ 0, then max(^(n)) = n. If m G ta(n),

then tQ(m) = *a(") n(m+ 1); similarly for t'a. If u E Ra - {0}, then rkR(((u) =

rkRa(ta(max(u))); similarly for R'a and t'a. IIu E Ra- {0} and rkRa(u) = 0, then

there is no v E Ra such that v D JQ(max(u)). If u E Ra - {0} and rkRa(u) > 0,

then there are infinitely many n > max(u) such that ta(n) = ta(max(u)) U {n};

rk/jQ(u U {n}) for such n increases (not necessarily strictly) as n increases, and

the least ordinal greater than rkRa(u U {n}) for all such n is rkRa(u). Analogous
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statements hold for R'a and t'a. The same statements hold for u = 0 if we replace

t„(max(u)) with 0, t'a(max(u)) with {0}, and "n > max(u)" with "n > 0" (for

Ra) or "n > 0" (for R'a).

Using these facts, we now define h for Ra as follows: If a = 0, let h(0) = 0;

otherwise, let h(0) be the least fc such that rkg({fc}) > rk/ja({0}). Now, suppose

h(i) has been defined for i < n so that rks(h " tQ(t)) > rkRa(ta(i)) for t < n. If

{n + 1} <£ Ra, let /i(n +1) = h(n) +1; otherwise, let /i(n +1) be the least fc > /i(n)

such that rks({fc}Uh " (tQ(n+ 1) - {n + l})) > rkfia(£Q(n + 1)). The definition of

h for fl^ is analogous, but no exception is made for a = 0.     □

PROPOSITION 3.5. For any bushes S and S', B(S) <m B(S') iff there is a
function h: oj —* oj such that h~x " {fc} is finite for all k Eoj and h " " S C S'.

PROOF. First, suppose /:w2 — "2 witnesses B(S) <m B(S'). Define h as

follows: if {n} E S, let h(n) be the least member of £_1(/(£({n}))) (which must

exist because /(£({n})) must be a member of Fr(B(S')) fl B(S')); otherwise, let

h(n) = n. For each u E S and each n E u, £_1(/(£({n}))) C £-1(/(£(u))) since

/ is monotone; therefore, h " u C £-1(/(f(u))) G 5', so h " u E S'. Also, since

/ is continuous, limn_00 f(£({n})) = /(limn_00 £({n})) = /(10) = 10, so for any

k E oj, /(£({n}))(2fc + 1) = 1 for only finitely many n; since n ^ fc and h(n) = k

imply f({({n}))(2k + 1) = 1, /i"1 " {fc} is finite.

Conversely, suppose we have h with the above properties, and define /: Fr(B(S))

— "2by/(x) = f(/i"f_1(z))- Since hu " 5 C SV/ maps Fr(_B(S)) intoFr(B(5')).

Clearly / is relatively monotone and f(x) = 10 iff x = 10. To see that / is

continuous, suppose um E S for m E oj and limm_oo £(um) = £,(u); this means

that each n E u is in um for all but finitely many m, while each n ^ u is in

um for only finitely many m. Clearly /(£(um))(2fc) = /(f(u))(2fc) = 1 for all

m and fc. If /(£(u))(2fc + 1) = 1, then h(n) = k for some n E u, and this n

will be in um for all but finitely many m, so /(£(um))(2fc + 1) = 1 for all but

finitely many m. If /(f(u))(2fc + 1) = 0, then there are only finitely many n

such that h(n) = fc, and each of these n is in um for only finitely many m since

it is not in u, so /(£(um))(2fc + 1) = 0 for all but finitely many m. Therefore,

limm^oo f(i(um)) = f(i(u)), as desired.      □

It follows easily that the monotone degrees of B(Ra) and B(R'a) do not depend

on the choices of cofinal sequences in countable limit ordinals (or on the choice of

the pairing function /). Also, for any a < ojy and any bush S, B(Ra) <m B(S)

iff rk§(0) > q, and B(R'a) <m B(S) iff rkg(u) > a for some nonempty u E S. In

particular, B(Ra) <m B(R'a) <m B(Rp) for a < @ < ojy, so we have an increasing

wi-sequence of 7P monotone degrees.

Many other monotone degrees can be constructed by using 'denser' bushes such

as {u C oj: \u\ < N} for some fixed N E oj, along with the combining operations

Jy, J2, and Jw. We will conclude this subsection by looking at the bushes containing

only sets of cardinality at most 2, and showing that even at this low level a great

many monotone degrees can be constructed.

A bush containing only sets of cardinality at most 2 can be viewed as a countable

(simple) graph, whose vertices are the sets of cardinality 1 and whose edges are

the sets of cardinality 2. The preceding proposition implies that the monotone set

associated with graph Go is monotone reducible to that associated with Gy iff there
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is a function mapping the vertices of Go to those of Gi such that adjacent vertices

are mapped to adjacent or equal vertices and any vertex of Gy has only finitely

many preimages in Go- In particular, the monotone degree of the set associated

with G does not depend on how the vertices of G are identified with one-element

subsets of oj.

We will construct connected graphs Gn for n G w such that a function mapping

Gn into G„/ as above exists iff n = n'. Given this, consider, for each z C oj, the

graph G(z) which is the disjoint union of Gn for n E z. Since the graphs Gn are

connected, a map from G(z) to G(z') as above must take all vertices of a given

Gn to a single Gm; hence, it is easy to see that G(z) can be mapped into G(z') in

this way iff z C z'. Therefore, if A(z) is the monotone set associated with G(z),

then A(z) <m A(z') iff z C z'. We therefore have an embedding of (P(oj),C)

(or, equivalently, (w2, <)) into the 7P monotone degrees. In particular, this gives an

antichain of size 2N° (namely A({n: /b(x)(n) = 1}) for x G w2, where /b is as defined

in section II.4) and a chain whose order type is that of the real numbers (namely

A({n: g(n) < r}) for r E R, where g maps w onto the set of rational numbers).

We start by constructing smaller graphs which will be combined to form G„. Let

Ga be the graph with vertices a and bm for m E oj and edges (a, bm) and (bm,bm+y)

(m E oj). If a function / maps (the vertices of) Ga into another graph as above,

then f(a) ^ f(bm) for sufficiently large m and f(bm) ^ f(bm+y) for arbitrarily

large m, so there is an m such that f(a), f(bm), and f(bm+y) are distinct. Then

these three vertices must form a triangle in the range graph, and f(a) must have

infinitely many neighbors since a does.

Now fix n E oj, and let Dn be a graph with vertices ds for all sequences s

of natural numbers such that £(s) < n whose edges are those pairs of the form

(ds,dsk) for fc G oj and s a sequence of length less than n. Suppose a function /

maps Dn into Dn' as above. We will write d's to denote a vertex of £>„/. Suppose

f(d^) = d't. Only finitely many neighbors of d/) can be mapped to the points d't

and d'tf(£(t)_i), so there must exist i0, jo E oj such that f(di0) = rfV). Similarly,

there must be t'i and jy such that f(dlQll) = dL,ii> and repeating for n steps we

findto,t'i,... ,in-i axidj0,jy,... ,j»-y such that f(dioil. ..<„_,) = 4j0.7i-jn-r This

implies t(tjoJy • • ■ jn-i) < n>> so n < n'.

t

'^.—.—.-.— />-<C3
fri'V/-'   a co Ci cn d()V'^^^^_■

"00

FIGURE 3.3.  The graph Gn
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Now define Gn to be Ga joined to Dn+2 by a path of length n-l-2 with vertices a,

Co, cy,... , cn, and d^, as shown in Figure 3.3. Suppose / maps the vertices of Gn

to those of Gn' (where we will put primes on the latter as before), / maps adjacent

vertices to adjacent or equal vertices, and the preimage under / of a finite set is

finite. Then f(a) is part of a triangle in G„< and has infinitely many neighbors, so

it must be a'. The arguments given for Dn show that /(rf()) must be d's for some

s, and n' > n. Since a and dQ are joined in Gn by a path of length n + 2, a' and

d's must be joined in G„> by a path of length at most n + 2. This is impossible

if n' > n, so we must have n' = n; therefore, the graphs Gn have the required

properties.

2.3. Linear orders and embeddings. As in the preceding subsection, we will take

a simple 7P monotone set and generalize it to obtain a wide variety of monotone

degrees; in particular, we will be able to embed arbitrary countable (or larger if

more is assumed) partial orderings into the 7P monotone degrees. The example we

will start with comes from the following question: must every 7P monotone degree

strictly greater than the flat degree be as great as the degree given by Figure 2.2(b)?

The answer is no, as is shown by Figure 3.4.

A/v.
FIGURE 3.4.  Another 7P monotone set

Note that the upper points in Figure 3.4 are arranged in an order of type oj (from

left to right). We now generalize this by allowing the upper points to be arranged

in an arbitrary (countably infinite) order type.

DEFINITION. Suppose that < is a linear ordering of oj. A set S C lj is a cut

(more specifically, a -<-cut) iff it is closed downward under <. Define a monotone

set D(<) by requiring it to have the following frontier (and using Proposition 2.1):

a point x G w2 ts in the frontier iff the sets {n E oj:(x(2n),x(2n + 1)) = (1,0)}

and {n E oj: (x(2n),x(2n+ 1)) ^ (0,1)} are cuts which either are equal or differ by

a single natural number n such that (x(2n),x(2n + 1)) = (1,1); the only frontier

point of D(<) which is not in D(<) is 10.

The set represented by Figure 3.4 is D(<). In general, the frontier of D(<)

consists of 'lower' and 'upper' points. The lower points are incomparable under

<, there is one for each ^-cut, and the topology on the lower points matches the

order topology of the cuts under C (which linearly orders the collection of ^-cuts).

When two cuts are adjacent, instead of identifying them as in the Dedekind cut

construction of the real numbers, we add an upper point which lies above the two

corresponding lower points and above no other relevant point; there is one upper

point for each member of the field of the original ordering <. Let e(c) denote the

point in w2 associated with the cut c, and let e(n) for n G oj denote the upper point

connecting e({m:m < n}) and e({m:m < n}).

Every nonempty collection of ^-cuts has a supremum (namely its union) and an

infimum (its intersection). Using this, we show that Fr(D(<)) is m-connected (see
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section II.3), as follows: Suppose Fr(D(^)) is partitioned into two nonempty closed

sets, S and T, where S is the one which contains e(0). If T contains no lower points,

then it contains a point e(n) lying above a point in S (namely e({m:m < n})).

Otherwise, let Co be the infimum of those cuts c such that e(c) E T. Since the

topology on the points e(c) corresponds to the order topology on the cuts c, and

T is closed, e(co) G T. Now let ci be the supremum of all cuts c C Co; since S

is closed, e(ci) G S, so ci ^ Co. Clearly there is no cut between ci and Co, so

Co = ci U {n} for some n Eoj; then e(n) is in either S or T and lies above a point

in S and a point in T. Therefore, in any case, S and T are not m-disjoint.

On the other hand, if we delete any single point other than e(0) or e(oj) from

Fr(£)(^)), the resulting set will not be m-connected. If the deleted point is e(c)

for some cut c, the remainder can be partitioned into {e(c'): c' C c} U {e(n):n E c}

and {e(c'): c' D c} U {e(n): n E oj — c}; if it is e(n) for n Eoj, the remainder can be

partitioned into {e(c):n £ c} U {e(m):m -< n} and {e(c):n E c} U {e(m):m > n}.

In the latter case, the two m-connected components are closed in w2.

At this point, it will be useful to introduce an interval notation. If c C c' are

cuts, let [e(c),e(c')] denote the set consisting of all e(c") where c C c" C c' and all

e(m) for m E c' — c. This set is clearly closed in Fr(D(<)) and hence in "2. The

argument above shows that [e(c),e(c')] is m-connected. A point x is in [e(c),e(c')]

if and only if x = e(c), x = e(c'), or e(c) and e(c') are in different m-connected

components of Fr(D(<)) — {x}. Notations for open and half-open intervals and

intervals with an endpoint of the form e(m) for m G w can be defined similarly.

We now consider the question of when D(<) <m D(<'), for linear orders <, <'

of oj. (Let e'(c) and e'(n) denote the analogues of e(c) and e(n) for <'.) Look at a

related question first: when is there an m-continuous map /: Fr(D(<)) —> Fr(Z?(^'))

such that /(OT) = 07 and /(TO) = ID?

Suppose / is such a map. Fix n Eoj. The subset S = [e'({m:m <' n}),e'(oj)]

of Fr(D(^.')) is closed in w2, and there is at least one ;<-cut c (namely oj) such that

f(e(c)) E S, so there is a least such ^-cut; call it Co. The set Fr(D(^')) - S is also

closed, so there is a greatest ;<-cut cCco such that f(e(c)) £ S; call it cy. Then cx

and co must be adjacent cuts, so co = ci U {m} for some m £ cy; call this m h(n).

Clearly no point in S lies above a point in Fr(D(<')) — S, and the only point of

Fr(D(^.')) — S lying above a point of S is e'(n); since e(ci) < e(m) > e(co) and / is

relatively monotone, we must have f(e(m)) = e'(n) and f(e(c0)) = e'({k: k <' n}).

We have now defined a function /i:u-»uso that {fc: fc < h(n)} is the least ^-cut

c such that f(e(c)) = e'(c') for a ;<'-cut c' containing n. If n <' n', then any ^'-cut

containing n' also contains n, so {fc:fc < h(n)} C{k:k< h(n')}, so h(n) < h(n').

Since f(e(h(n))) = e'(n), h is one-to-one. Therefore, h is an embedding of (lj, <')

into (oj, ;<).

Conversely, suppose h:oj —► oj is an embedding of (oj, ■<') into (oj, <). Then

we can define /:Fr(£>(^)) —> Fr(D(<')) as follows: for any ^-cut c, f(e(c)) =

e'(/i_1 " c); if m = h(n), then f(e(m)) = e'(n); if m E oj is not in the range of h,

then f(e(m))_= e'({n: h(n) -^m^Jsince ST = e(0) = e'(0) and 10 = e(oj) = e'(oj),

we have /(01) = 01 and /(10) = 10. It is easy to verify that the definition of / is

equivalent to the formula (/(x)(2n), f(x)(2n + 1)) = (x(2h(n)), x(2h(n) + 1)), so /

is m-continuous. Therefore, a function / with these properties exists iff (oj, <') can

be embedded into (oj, <).
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Now, £>(;<) <m D(<') is equivalent to the existence of a function /: Fr(D(;<)) —>

Fr(D(<')) with the same properties except "/(OI) = 01," which is replaced with

"x ^ 10 implies f(x) ^ 10." Suppose we have such an /, and fix no G w such that

either /(01) = e'(no) or /(01) = e'(c) for some ^'-cut c not containing no- The

definition of h(n) above could break down because there is no ^-cut cCcq such

that f(c) £ S; however, this will not happen if no <' n. Therefore, h is defined at

least on a r<'-final segment of oj. Now, for any m G oj, [e(0),e({i:i -< m})] is a

compact subset of Fr(D(<)) not containing 10, so its image under / is a compact

set not containing 10; therefore, there is k E oj such that no point in this image

starts with (10)fc. We may assume fc > no- Let n be the ^'-maximum of {i: i < fc};

then there is no ;<-cut c not containing m such that f(e(c)) = e'(c') for a ^'-cut

c' containing n. Since f(e({i:i < h(n)})) is a ^'-cut containing n, we must have

m E {i: i < h(n)}, so m < h(n). But m was arbitrary, so h must map {n: no <' n}

^-cofinally into oj.

Conversely, if the function h embeds ({n: n0 <' n}, <') cofinally into (oj, ■<), then

we can define a function f:Fr(D(<)) -> "2 by letting (/(x)(2n),/(x)(2n + 1)) be

(x(2h(n)), x(2h(n) + 1)) if no <' n, (1,0) otherwise. Clearly / is m-continuous,

and it is easy to see that /(TO) = TO and f(x) E Fr(D(<')) for all x. If x is in

the domain of / but is not 10, then (x(2m),x(2m + 1)) ^ (1,0) for some rn, which

implies (x(2m'),x(2m' + l)) ^ (1,0) for all m' > m; since the range of h is ^-cofinal

in oj, (x(2h(n)), x(2h(n) + 1)) ^ (1,0) for some n, so f(x) ^ 10. This completes

the proof of:

PROPOSITION 3.6. For any linear orderings < and <' ofoj, D(<) <m D(<')

iff some final segment of (oj, <') can be cofinally embedded into (lj, <).

In particular, D(<) =m D(<') if (oj,<) and (oj,<') have the same order type,

so we may write D(8) for an order type 6 to define a monotone degree.

Since D(<) — D(<) contains only one point, it is closed, so D(<) is 7P. If (oj, <)

has a last element m, then Fr(D(<))flD(<) = Fr(D(<))fl{x E"2:x(2m + 1) = 1}

is closed, so D(<) is also 7P-; since e(m) > 10, D(<) is monotone equivalent to

the set in Figure 2.2(b). If (oj, <) has no last element, then for each fc there is a

cut c ^ oj containing all i < fc; therefore, 10 is the limit of points e(c) with c / oj,

so D(<) is strictly 7P.

For any nonzero a, 0 < ojy, an order of type oja can be cofinally embedded into

one of type w" if and only if a < @. (If a < f3, map oja to w" by sending -7 to oj6 ■ 1,

where a + 6 = 0.) Hence, D(oja) for 1 < a < ojy is a decreasing wi-sequence of

monotone degrees. There are many other degrees of the form D(9); some examples

are D(lj* ■ oj), D(c ■ oj), D(ca ■ oj13), and D(n), where ( and n are the order types

of the integers and the rationals, respectively. Since oj is cofinally embeddable into

any countable linear order without last element, while any such order is cofinally

embeddable into the rationals, D(oj) and D(n) are the greatest and least monotone

degrees of sets of the form D(<) for linear orders (oj, <) without last element.

The collection of monotone degrees of sets of the form D(<) is not as large

as it might appear from the above; in particular, it does not include an infinite

antichain or ascending sequence. This follows from a result which is still called

Fraisse's Conjecture, although it is now a theorem of Laver: there is no infinite

antichain or descending chain of countable order types under embeddability. (See
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Rosenstein [13, Chapter 10] for this result and the other terminology and results on

linear orderings we will be using; the original proof of Frai'sse's Conjecture appears

in Laver [8]. The proof uses more of the axiom of choice than we are assuming, but

the result as stated above follows from our assumptions by absoluteness: if there

were a counterexample, it could be coded by a sequence s of natural numbers, and

then there would be a counterexample in the inner model L[s], which satisfies the

full axiom of choice.) What we need here is the corresponding result for cofinal

embeddability, which can be stated as follows: if Ln for n G w are countable linear

orders, then there are n < n' in oj such that Ln can be cofinally embedded into L'n-

We may assume that no Ln has a last element, and hence each Ln is isomorphic to

a sum 5Zm€w -^nm for some linear orderings Lnm ■ Laver's results are strong enough

to show that, for any countable linear orderings Lnm, there exist n < n' in oj and

a strictly increasing function h:oj —* oj such that Lnm is embeddable into Ln'h(m)

for each m; this immediately implies that £m6uJ Lnm is cofinally embeddable into

2^m€w I'n'm-

So we must come up with a new idea if we want to construct extremely many

monotone degrees. A step in the right direction is as follows: Suppose we have

a linear ordering < of oj with no last element. As noted above, (oj, <) will be

isomorphic to an w-sum of linear orderings. Equivalently, we can partition oj into

nonempty sets Sn for n G oj so that n < n' implies S„ -< Sn/ (i.e., for any m E S„

and m! E S„<, m ■< m'). We now define a monotone set A. The frontier of A

consists of all points of the form ijx where x G Fr(D(<)) and ij is:

10    if xG (e([jk<nSn),ef\}k<nSn)) for some even n Eoj;

01    if x E (e((jk<n Sn),e(\Jk<n Sn)) for some odd nEoj;

01, 11, or 10    if x = 10 or x = e(Ufc<n Sn) for some n Eoj.

The only frontier points of A which are not in A are 0110, 1110, and 1010. This

set is depicted in Figure 3.5, where squiggle number n represents

e(\JSn),el [JSn]
\k<n       1 \k<n       J

prefixed with 10 (if n is even) or 01 (if n is odd).

13 0 2 4

FIGURE 3.5.  A variant of D(<)
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The frontier of A, like that of D(<), is m-connected. (The m-connected compo-

nent of Fr(A) which contains Ole(0) must also contain lle(0) and lOe(0); then it

must contain all of lO[e(0),e(So)] since this set is m-connected; then it contains

lle(S0) and 01e(S0), and then all of the points in Ol[e(So),e(So U Si)], and so

on. Hence, it must contain all points of Fr(A) other than OlTO, llTO, and lOTO,

and since it is closed it must contain these three points as well.) However, if any

point of Fr(A) flA other than 0101 is deleted from Fr(A), the resulting set has two

m-connected components, only one of which meets Fr(A) — A.

Now, suppose A' is constructed in the same way from <' and (S'n:n E oj);

when will we have A <m A'? A sufficient condition for this is that, for each n,

{S'n,~<') is embeddable into (S„,^). Suppose this is so; then, by the argument

preceding Proposition 3.6. for each n there is an m-continuous function /„ from

[e(U<„ Sk), e(\Jk<n Sk)] to [e'(Ufc<n S'k),J(\Jk<n S'k)} such that /„(e(Ufc<n Sfc))
= e'(U<„ S'k) and /„(e(Ufc<„Sfc)) =e'(U<„ S'k). Now construct a map /:Fr(A)

-> Fr(A') by specifying f(ijl0) = ijlO and f(ijx) = ijfn(x) for x G [e(Ufc<„ sk),

e(Ufc<n Sk)]', it is easy to see that / satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2.

If this sufficient condition were also necessary, then we would immediately get at

least 2K° monotone degrees of this type the way we did with bushes at the end of the

preceding subsection. The sufficient condition is not necessary, however; there are

several ways in which it can be weakened. First, we can get by with having (S^, :<')

embeddable into (Sn, <) only for n > no for some fixed no; we then define f(ijx) to

be iojoe'({Jk<n0 S'k) f°r a11 *3X such that x e [e(0)> e(Ufc<n 5*))> where t0/o is 01 if

no is even and 10 if no is odd, and otherwise proceed as before. Second, it will suffice

to have (S^+m, <') embeddable into (Sn, <) for all sufficiently large n, where m is

a fixed integer (positive or negative); this is again much as before, except that now

/ will send ije{(Jk<nSk) to ije'((jk<n+mS'k) or jie'((jk<n+m S'k) for sufficiently

large n, depending on whether m is even or odd. A third weaker sufficient condition

is that A <m A' if there is a strictly increasing function h: oj —► w such that h(n) =

n (mod 2) and (Sn,-<') is embeddable into (S/,(n),;<) for all n; again we proceed

as in the basic case, but now / sends ije((jk<n Sk) to ije'((Jk<m S'k), where m is

least such that h(m) > n, and if x G [e((Jk<nSk),e((Jk<n Sk)] where n is not in

the range of h, then f(ijx) = ije'(\Jk<m S'k) with m as above.

The first two of these weakenings do not hinder us in constructing a large col-

lection of monotone degrees; in fact, we will see that the second one is actually

helpful. The third one, however, is fatal; using it and Laver's results, we can show

that the monotone degrees constructed in this way do not include an infinite an-

tichain or ascending chain. We now modify the construction so as to eliminate the

third weakening.

Suppose, as before, that < is a linear ordering of lj and {Sn: n G oj} is a partition

of oj into nonempty sets so that m E Sn, m' E Sn>, and n < n' imply m < m'.

Assume that no S„ has a first or last element under <. (This assumption causes

no problems, since instead of using given order types 8n for Sn we can use order

types c + 0n + c or c • 0n; this will work just as well since c + 9 + c is embeddable

into c + 0' + c iff 0 is embeddable into 6', and similarly for c • 0.) Define a monotone

set D2(<, (Sn: nEoj)) by turning the even-numbered 'arches' in Figure 3.5 upside-

down, as in Figure 3.6.
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FIGURE 3.6.  The set D2(<, (Sn: n E oj))

More formally, we define this set by requiring its frontier to consist of all points

of the form ijx where x G Fr(D(<)) and ij is:

10 if xG (e(\Jk<nS„),e(\Jk<nSn)) for some even n Eoj;

01 if x G (e((jk<n Sn), e(Ufc<„ sn)) for some odd nEoj;

01, 00, or 10 if x = e((Jk<n Sn) for some even nEoj;

01, 11, or 10 if x = e((jk<n Sn) for some odd nEoj;

01, 00, 10, or 11 if x = T0.

The only frontier points which are not in the set are 0110, 0010, 1010, and 1110. (If

we had not assumed that Sn has no first or last element, then we would have to add

a few extra points to this frontier to make it Mon,,; this would add a few extra cases

to the following arguments but probably would not cause any real difficulties.)

As in the case of the set in Figure 3.5 (and by the same proof), the frontier of

Di(^, (Sn'. n G oj}) is m-connected, but removing any point of it other than Ole(0)

or ij 10 leaves a set with two m-connected components, one of which is entirely

contained in D2(<, (S„: n E oj)).

To see that we have met the objection that arose from the preceding idea, we

must determine when one set of this type is monotone reducible to another.

PROPOSITION 3.7. Suppose < and <' are linear orderings of oj, and {Sn:n E

oj} and {Sn.n E oj} are partitions of oj into nonempty sets Sn and Sn such that,

for each n, i E Sn and j E Sn+y imply i < j, and similarly for Sn. Assume that

Sn (S'n) has no first or last element under < (<'). Then D2(<, (Sn:n E oj)) <m

Di(d:', (Sn'.n E oj)) iff there is an even integer m (positive or negative) such that,

for all sufficiently large n, (Sn+m, <') is embeddable into (Sn, :<)•
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PROOF. First we introduce some abbreviations. We will write D2 instead of

D2(<, (Sn:n E oj)), and D'2 instead of D2(<', (Sn:n E oj)). Let S<n = \Jk<n Sk,

and S<n = S<„+i; similarly for S'<n and S'<n.

If m is even and (S4+m,^') is embeddable into (Sn,;<) for all n > no, then

for each n > no there is an m-continuous function fn from [e(S<„),e(S<n)] to

^(S'<n+m),e'(Skn+m)] such that fn(e(S<n)) = e'(S'<n+m) and fn(e(S<n)) =

e'(S<n+m)- (This follows from the argument preceding Proposition 3.6.) We may

assume that no is even. Define a map /: Fr(£>2) —► Fr(D'2) by: for any i, j E {0,1},

' 01e'(S'<no+m) ifxG[e(0),e(S<no)),

f(ijx) = <  ijfn(x) if n > n0 and x G [e(S<n),e(S<„)],

, ijlO if x = TO.

It is straightforward to verify that / satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2, so

D2 <m D'2.

Conversely, suppose f:Fr(D2) —► Fr(D'2) is m-continuous, and f(x) is of the

form ijlO for some i, j E {0,1} iff x is of this form. Then /(Ole(0)) = ioJoxo

for some t'o, Jo C {0,1} and some xo G D(<') other than 10; fix JV G u such

that x0 G [e'(0),e'(S'<N)). For any point of Fr(D'2) of the form ije'(S'<n) with

n > N, /(Ole(0)) and /(OHO) are in different m-connected components of Fr(D2)-

{ije'(S'<n)}; since / is m-continuous and its domain is m-connected, ije'(S'<n) must

be in the range of /. Since ij'10 = limfc—oo ije'(S'<k), compactness implies that the

four points ij 10 are all in the range of /. There are only two ways in which this

can happen: either f(ijl0) = ij 10 for all i, j, or f(ijlO) = jilO for all *, j.

Assume that the first of these two cases holds. Since / is continuous, there

is no G oj such that, for all n > no, f(ijx) E ijw2 for any t, j E {0,1} and

x G [e(S<„),e(S<n)]. In particular, f(iie(S<no)) must be He'(S'<no+m) for some

even integer m, where i is 0 if no is even, 1 otherwise.

We now prove by induction on n > no that f(He(S<n)) = He'(S'<n+m) where i

is 0 if n is even and 1 otherwise, f(jie(S<n)) = j^e'(S'<n+m) where j = 1 —t, f(x) E

Ji[e'(S'<n+m),e'(S'<n+m)] for all x G ji[e(S<n),e(S<n)], and f(jie(S<„)) =

jie'(S'<n+m). Suppose that f(iie(S<n)) = ^e'(S'<n+m). Then the only point of

Fr(£>2T n jiu2 above or below f(iie(S<n)) is jie'(S'<n+m), so f(jie(S<n))

= Jie'(S'<n+m). The two sets E = ji[e'(S'<n+m),e'(Skn+m)] and Fr(£>2) n

jiu2 — E are m-disjoint closed subsets of w2; since / maps the m-connected set

ji [e(S<n),e(S<„)] into the union of these two sets, it must map this interval

into one of the two sets. Therefore, f(x) E E for all x G ji[e(S<n),e(S<n)].

The only points y < z or y > z such that y E E and z E Fr(D'2) <1 jjw2

are y = jie'(S'<n+m) and z = jje'(S'<n+m), so f(jie(S<n)) = jie'(S'<n+m) and

f(jje(S<n+i)) — JJe'(S'<n+y+m)- This completes the induction.

In particular, for n > no, the map

fn'- [e(S<n),e(S<n)] - [e'(S'<n+m),e'(S'<n+rn)]

defined by f(jix) = jifn(x) is m-continuous, and it sends e(S<„) to e'(S'<n+m)

and e(S<„) to e'(S'<n+m); therefore, by the argument preceding Proposition 3.6,

(Sn+m, <') is embeddable into (S„, <) for all n > no-

This completes the first case. Now suppose the second case holds; by following

the same argument, we can show that there exist no G oj and m > no such that,
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for all n > no, f(iie(S<n)) = He'(S'<m_n). This clearly gives a contradiction for

n > m. Therefore, the second case cannot arise, so we are done.      □

In particular, the monotone degree of D2(<, (Sn:n E oj)) depends only on the

order types of (Sn,;<) for n E oj, so it makes sense to write D2((0n:n E oj)) for

countable (nonempty) order types 9n to define a monotone degree.

Applying D2 to the many order types we have already considered (e.g., the

(wi + l)-chain consisting of c • oja for a < ojy and n) gives an extremely large collec-

tion of 7P monotone degrees; in fact, the operation D2 is almost too general. We

therefore restrict it to a more tractable case. First, let

D^((0n:n E oj)) = D2((60,c ■ lj*,6y,c ■ oj*,c ■ lj,92,c ■ lj*,c ■ oj,c ■ oj,03, ...)),

where there are one c • oj* and n c • w's between 9„ and 0n+i- Suppose

Do2((0n:nEoj))<mD°2((9'n:nEoj)).

Let m be the shift value obtained when Proposition 3.7 is applied to these two sets.

If m were nonzero, then there would be arbitrarily large n such that the nth order

type in the list to which D2 is applied for the first set is c • oj* while the (n + m)th

order type in the other list is c • oj, or vice versa; since neither of c ■ oj and c • oj*

is embeddable into the other, this is impossible. Therefore, m must be zero. This

proves that D%((0n: n E oj)) <m D%((0'n:n Eoj)) iff 0'n is embeddable into 0n tor all

sufficiently large n.

Next, fix a bijective pairing function j:ojxlj —► oj, let 7Ti (n) be the first coordinate

of j~l(n), and define D2((0n:n Eoj)) to be D2((0Vl'ny.n Eoj)); then

^(^„:new))<mZ?|({^:n€u;))

iff 0'n is embeddable into 0n for alln (not just for sufficiently large n). Then applying

D\ to just the simple order types c • 2 and c gives an embedding of (P(oj), C) into

the 7P monotone degrees; as we saw in the preceding subsection, this gives us chains

and antichains of size 2H°. However, we can do even better by using D2 instead of

D\.
Here, too, we can look at just the order types c ■ 2 and c. For any z C lj,

define D2(z) to be D2((0n:n E oj)), where 0n is c if n G z and c • 2 if n ^ z.

Then D%(z) <m D^(z') iff z C* z', where z C* z' means that z — z' is finite. In

particular, D%(z) =m D^(z') iff z =* z' (i.e., z C* z' C* z). If we use the more

common notation P(w)/finite instead of P(lj)/=*, then we have:

THEOREM 3.8. The partial ordering (P(oj)/finite, C*) can be embedded into

the 7P monotone degrees under <m.

It is well known that the partial ordering (P(oj)/Unite, C*) is very powerful.

For instance, Keisler [5] shows, assuming the axiom of choice, that every Boolean

algebra of size at most Ni can be embedded into the Boolean algebra P(w)/finite,

and the same proof shows without choice that every countable Boolean algebra can

be embedded into P(oj)/Unite. It is easy to show that any partial ordering can

be embedded into the underlying partial ordering of a Boolean algebra (since we

can embed (S, <) into (P(S),C) by sending a E S to {b E S:b < a}); by taking

a subalgebra, we may assume that the algebra is generated by the range of the

embedding, and hence has size at most NQ if the partial order has size at most Na.
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Therefore, any countable partial order (or any partial order of size at most Ni if

choice is assumed) can be embedded into (P(oj)/Unite, C"). Kunen [6, ex. 11(23)]

shows that ZFC together with Martin's Axiom implies that any Boolean algebra

(and hence any partial order) of size less than 2H° can be embedded into P(oj)/hnite.

Laver [7] constructs a model of ZFC in which every linear order of size at most 2**°

can be embedded into ("w, -<), where f < g means limn_0O g(n)-f(n) = +oo, while

2H° is large; it is not difficult to modify the forcing notion to get a model of ZFC

with 2N° large in which every Boolean algebra of size at most 2**° can be embedded

into P(oj)/hnite. (In fact, it is slightly simpler to handle P(oj)/hnite rather than

("lj, -<), since the numbers mp^ are no longer required; Laver's result follows from

this because (w2, <*), which is isomorphic to (P(lj),C*), can be embedded into

("oj, <) by the map F defined by F(a)(n) = £"=0 2'a(i).)

To summarize: any partial order of 'reasonable' size can be embedded into

(P(w)/finite, C*) and hence into the 7P monotone degrees under <m.

2.4. Semilattice embeddings. We have gotten very general results about embed-

dings of partial orders into the monotone degrees. However, if we want to preserve

least upper bounds (that is, if we want to embed an upper semilattice into the

upper semilattice of monotone degrees under <m and jn+), then the results of the

preceding subsection are not suitable, because all of the sets constructed there had

m-connected frontiers and were therefore in jn+-prime monotone degrees. In this

subsection we will see that we can get general results for semilattices as well, at

least in the countable case.

THEOREM 3.9. Any countable upper semilattice can be embedded into the 7P

monotone degrees under <m and jn+.

PROOF. First, we note that any countable upper semilattice can be embedded

into the upper semilattice underlying a countable atomic Boolean algebra. To see

this, let (X, <x,Vx) be the upper semilattice, and map X to P(X) by letting

f(x) = {y E X: x £x y} for x G X; then take the subalgebra of P(X) generated by

{{x}:xGX}U/"X.

So suppose we have a countable atomic Boolean algebra B, with elements {bn: n E

oj}, operations V, A, and —, associated partial order <, greatest element 1, and least

element 0. Using the results of the preceding subsection, we can associate with each

atom a of S a monotone strictly 7P set A(a) with m-connected frontier such that

A(a) j£m A(a') if a ^ a' and A(a) is not in the 'flat' 7P degree (i.e., A(a)y, <m A(a)).

Define a sequence (Wn:n E oj) of subsets of B as follows: Wo = {1}, and, for

each n, Wn+y = ({cA&„:c E Wn}u{c-bn:c E Wn}) - {0}. Then each set Wn is a

finite maximal antichain, each element of Wn is the sum of one or two elements of

Wn+y, and every element of B is the sum of a subset of Wn for all sufficiently large

n. In particular, every atom of B is in Wn for all sufficiently large n.

For each c G (jk€ut Wk and each n G oj, define a set Bn(c) as follows: if c ^

\jk<nWk, let Bn(c) = 0; if c G Wn, let Bn(c) be A(c) if c is an atom and 0

otherwise; if c E Wk but c ^ Wk+y for some fc < n, let

Bn(c) = jn+ (Bn(c A bk), Bn(c - bk)).

It is easy to verify that Bn(c) C Bn+y(c) (using a backward induction on the

greatest fc < n + 1 such that c G Wk). Now let B(c) = \Jn€u, Bn(c).
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If c G Wk but c ^ Wk+y, then the 'continuity' of jn+ implies that B(c) =

jn+(S(c A bk),B(c - bk)). Clearly B(a) = A(a) for any atom a.

Suppose x G Fr(S(c)) n B(c). Then x is a limit of points which are not in B(c)

and hence not in Bn(c) for any n; therefore, x E Fr(5n(c))nS„(c) for all sufficiently

large n. Fix such an n; then c must be in Wm for some m <n. Now, by induction

on fc, we see that for each fc from m to n there is ck E Wk and a finite sequence

sk E <w2 such that ck < c, sk C x, and Bn(c) n sku2 = skBn(ck); furthermore, any

frontier point of Bn(c) which is not in sk"2 must be incomparable with all points

in sk"2. If we start with n' > n instead of n and repeat this construction, we will

get the same values of ck and sk for fc < n; therefore, Bni(c)flsnw2 = snBn'(cn) for

all n' > n, so B(c) (1 Sn^ = snB(cn). Another induction on fc < n shows that any

frontier point of B(c) is either in sk"2 or incomparable with all points of sk"2. Since

sn C x and Bn(c) fl snw2 = snBn(cn), Bn(cn) is nonempty, so cn must be an atom.

Therefore, we have shown that for each c E Unew ^™ an<^ eacn x e Fr(£(c))n.B(c),

there is s E <w2 and an atom a < c such that s C x, B(c) (1 s"2 = sA(a), and any

frontier point of B(c) is either in sw2 or incomparable with all points of su2.

Since A(a) is 7P, it follows immediately that no point x G Fr(B(c)) (1 B(c) can

be a limit of points in Fr(B(c)) - B(c); therefore, B(c) is 7p.

Now, for any b E B which is not in Unew^™' de-nne B(b) as follows: let N be

least such that b is a sum of elements of Wn, let (ck:k < m) be a list of those

c G Wn such that c <b, and let

B(b) = jn+(B(co),}n+(B(cy),... , jn+(S(cfc_2), B(ck-y)) •••)).

(Let B(0) be Xb for some 7P X.) The monotone degree of B(b) is the least upper

bound of the degrees of B(c) for those c G Wn such that c < b (if b ^ 0).

In fact, for any n such that b is a sum of elements of Wn, the degree of B(b) is

the least upper bound of the degrees of B(c) for those c G Wn such that c < 6 (if

b ^ 0). This is proved by induction on n > N; if it holds for n, then it holds for

n + l because each c G Wn either is in Wn+y or is split into c Abn, c — bn E Wn+y

where B(c) = jn+(S(c A b„), B(c - bn)).

It follows immediately that B(b V b') is a least upper bound of B(b) and B(b')

(just take n so large that both b and b' are sums of elements of Wn). II b < b', then

bVb' = b', so B(b) <m B(6')- It remains to show that if b £ b', then B(b) £m B(b').

Since b £ b', b-b' ^ 0, so there is an atom a <b-b'; since A(a) = B(a) <m B(b),

it will suffice to show A(a) £m B(b'). This is true by assumption if b' = 0, so

assume b' ^ 0. Suppose A(a) <m B(b'). Since A(a) is jn+-prime, there exists

c' G Un€w ^n such that c' < ft' and A(o) <m B(c'). Suppose /: w2 -> w2 witnesses

i4(a) <m 5(c'). Fix x G Fr(A(a)) n A(a); then /(x) G Fr(B(c')) n B(c'), so there

is s G <w2 and an atom a' < c' such that s C x, B(c') n su2 = sA(a'), and any

frontier point of B(c') is either in s"2 or incomparable with all points of s"2. Since

a' < c' < b', a' ^ a. Now, let E = Fr(B(c')) (1 s"2; then E and Fr(B(c')) - E

are m-disjoint closed sets. Since / is m-continuous and maps Fr(A(a)), which is in-

connected, into the union of these two sets, / must map Fr(A(a)) into one of the two

sets; therefore, /"Fr(A(a)) C E. But E = sFr(A(a')), so if g:Fr(A(a)) -+ Fr(A(a'))

is defined by f(x) = sg(x), then g satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2, so

A(a) <m A(a'), which is a contradiction.     □
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This method can be extended to give embeddings of certain uncountable semilat-

tices into the 7P monotone degrees; in particular, the upper semilattice of cofinite

subsets of "2 can be embedded. A sketch of the proof is as follows: Note that

the construction of B(c) for c G (jkeul Wk in the proof of the preceding theorem

actually gave the minimal solution to the simultaneous equations

( A(c) if c is an atom,

S(C)~ \in+(B(cAbk),B(c-bk))    iicEWk-Wk+1.

Now choose 7P sets A(s) for s G <u,2 with m-connected frontiers such that A(s) ^m

A(s') for s 7^ s'. For each i E {0,1} and each cofinite G C "2, define the sets

Bi(G, s) for s G <w2 to be the minimal solution to the simultaneous equations

Bi(G, s) = jn+ (At(G, s), jn+(B,(G, sO), B,(G, sl))),

where

(Ao(G,S),Ai(G,S)) = |(^)i0)    otherw.se_

Let C(G) = jn+(50(G, ()),By(G, ())); then G h* C(G) is the desired embedding.

To see this, we must show that C(G) <m C(G') iff G C G'. If G g G', fix

x G G - G', find n G w such that (x \n)"2 C G, and let

A'=jn+((A((xrn)0),A((xfn),l), A((x[(n + 1))0), A((x[(n + 1))1),...)),

where jn+ is defined in the next subsection; then A' <m By(G,x\n) <m C(G) but

A' £m G(G'), so C(G) £m G(G'). On the other hand, if G C G', find n G u
such that, for every s G "2, either G' l~l s"2 = G n sw2 or s"2 C G'. In the former

case, Bi(G,s) = Bi(G',s) <m C(G'); in the latter, one can apply Proposition 2.2

to the identity map on Fr(Bt(G, s)) to get Bi(G, s) <m By(G', s) <m C(G'). Also,

A(s) <m C(G') for all s G <w2. Since G(G) is obtained from these sets by applying

jn+ finitely many times, C(G) <m C(G'), as desired.

On the other hand:

PROPOSITION 3.10. (a) There is a semilattice of size Ni which cannot be em-

bedded into the monotone degrees.

(b) No uncountable subalgebra of the Boolean algebra P(oj) containing all single-

tons can be embedded as an upper semilattice into the monotone degrees.

PROOF, (a) Define an upper semilattice as follows: the elements are a, bQ for

a < ojy, and ca for a < ojy; ba < a for all a; ba j£ bp if a ^ 0; ca < c@ for

a < 0; and, for any a and 0, ca < bp iii a < 0. Suppose i is an embedding of this

semilattice into the monotone degrees, and fix A E i(a). For each 0, if B E i(bp)

and C E i(cp+1), then A =m jn+(B, C), so by the proof of Proposition 2.3 there are

clopen sets Xp and Yp such that, if B' = A - Xp and C = A- Yp, then B' <m B,

C <m G, and A =m jn+(B', C). Since a £ bp and cQ+i < bp for a < 0, C ■£ C"

for C" E i(ca+1) if a < 0. Therefore, YQ ̂  Yp for a < 0, which is impossible since

there are only countably many clopen subsets of w2.

(b) Suppose that i is such an embedding, and fix A E i(oj). For each n E oj,

let Fn be the set of all x G Fr(A) such that, whenever B E i(oj - {n}) and /

witnesses A <m jn+(B,A), f(x) must be in 10w2. Then Fn is the intersection of

y-i u jq^ for all such /, so Fn is closed. Furthermore, this intersection cannot be
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empty. Suppose it is; then, by compactness, some finite subintersection is empty,

so there is a finite sequence (fk:k < N) oi /'s as above such that for any x G Fr(A)

there is fc < N such that fk(x) E 01w2. The obvious way of constructing a map

witnessing jn+(B0, A) <m jn+(5i, A) from a map witnessing B0 <m By gives a

map which sends 01w2 into 01^2; therefore, we may assume that all of the £Ts

corresponding to the functions fk are the same. Now define g: Fr(A) —► Fr(B)

by 01g(x) = fk(x), where fc is least such that fk(x) E 01w2; this g satisfies the

hypotheses of Proposition 2.2, so A <m B, contradicting i(oj — {n}) <m i(oj).

If W C oj is such that Uneiv ^n and \Jn^u-w ^n are disjoint, then by Sepj(7)

these two sets must be separable by a clopen set, and this clopen set clearly

determines W since the sets Fn are nonempty. Since the subalgebra was as-

sumed to be uncountable, it must contain a set W such that there is a point

y e U„ew K n U„ew-w Fn- Fix B E i(W) and C E i(u - W), and let g be

a witness to A <m jn+(B,G). If g(y) E 01w2, choose n E oj - W and x E Fn

so close to y that g(x) E 01w2; if g(y) E 10w2, choose n EW and x E Fn such

that g(x) E 10"2. We have B <m Bn in the former case and C <m Bn in the

latter, where Bn E i(oj — {n}), and B, C <m A in either case; hence, we can easily

construct / witnessing A <m jn+(Sn, A) such that f(x) E 01w2. This contradicts

x G Fn, so we are done.     □

This proposition shows that one cannot modify the construction above for cofi-

nite subsets of w2 to get an embedding of the upper semilattice of open subsets

of w2 into the monotone degrees: if (xn:n G oj) is a sequence of distinct points

in w2 converging to x, then the lattice of sets G C "2 such that {x} C "2 - G C

{x} U {xn: n Eoj} is isomorphic to P(oj), and all such sets are open.

2.5. Greatest lower bounds and oj-ary least upper bounds. The results in this

subsection are not as general as those in previous subsections; they consist mainly

of examples of degrees which have or do not have greatest lower bounds or least

upper bounds. Some examples can be obtained trivially by looking at corresponding

examples for Wadge degrees; for example, a strictly E2 set and a strictly II2 set

cannot have a greatest lower bound, and a collection consisting of one strictly Ha„

set for each n E oj cannot have a least upper bound. Here, however, we will look

only at strictly 7P monotone sets.

The sets constructed in subsection 2.3 are of such a wide variety that it makes

sense to look among them for examples of pairs of degrees with and without greatest

lower bounds. In fact, one might expect the degrees D(<) alone to provide such

examples; surprisingly, this is not the case.

PROPOSITION 3.11. If 0n and 0n are countable (nonzero) order types such

that 0n is embeddable into 0n+1 and 8n is embeddable into 0n+y for each n, then

D(T.n^K + <?n)) " a greatest lower bound o/D(£nGw 0n) *nd D(£„ew B\).

PROOF. Fix linear orderings ^°, <l, and < oi oj and partitions {S„:n E oj},

{S^: n G oj}, and {Sn: n G oj} of w such that S° -<° S°+i (i.e., i -<° j for any i E S°

and j E S°+i), S^ -<J Sj+i. Sn -< Sn+y, (S°, ^°) and (S2n, <) have order type 0°,

and (Sn,^1) and (S2n+y,<) have order type 0n. Let A be any monotone subset

of "2, and suppose that f*:w2 — w2 witnesses A <m D(<*) for i = 0,1. We will

construct a map /: Fr(A) —► Fr(D(<)) satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2.
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First, we define numbers mn, mn E oj for n G oj. Let m§ = 0. Now suppose mn is

given. Let E = Fr(A)n(/0)-1 " [e°(0),eo(S°mO+i)] (see subsection 2.3, including

the beginning of the proof of Proposition 3.7, for the notation used here). Then E is

a compact subset of Fr(A)ClA, so f1 "E is a compact subset of Fr(D(^1))flD(<1);

therefore, f1 " E C [e1(0),e1(S<m_i)] for some m > 0. Let mn be the least

such m which is greater than mn_y + 1 (if n > 0). Similarly, given mn, let E =

Fr(A)n(/1)-1 " [c1(0).«1(5<mi+1)], and let mn+1 be the least m > m°n + 1 such

thatfo"EC[e°(0),eo(So<m_y)].

By hypothesis, 09. is embeddable into 0°„o for each n; hence, we can choose a

continuous, relatively monotone function gn: [e°(S°mo),e°(S<mo)] —» [e(S<2n),

e(S<2n)] such that y°(e°(S°mo)) = e(S<2n) and fl°(c°(S|mo")) = e(5<2„). De-

fine maps g\: [^(S\m,),ex(S\m,)\ -* [e(S<2n+i),e(S<2n+i)] similarly. Now de-

fine / as follows: if x" = TO, let"/(z) = TO; if p(x) E [^(S^ ),ei(St<m, )] for

some n G w and i < 2, let f(x) = gn(P{x))\ if f°(x) t [eo(0)>eo(S°mo~+1')] and

fl(x) E [el(0),el(Sl<m,)\ for some n, let f(x) = e(S<2n+i); if f\x) £ [ex(0),

el(5<mi + l)]  and /°(X)"G  [e°(0)'e°(5<mi+1)]  f0F SOme n- let /(*) = e(5<2n+2).

It is not hard to show that / is well defined and has the required properties.     □

PROPOSITION 3.12. For any two countably infinite order types 0° and0l with-

out last element, D(0°) and D(0l) have a greatest lower bound, which is also of the

form D(0) for some 0.

PROOF. An order type r is called right indecomposable if, for any nonempty

order types ro and ri such that r = r0 + Ty, r is embeddable into ti . It follows from

Fraisse's Conjecture that every countable order type r has a final segment which is

right indecomposable (since otherwise we could easily construct a sequence of final

segments of r which was a strictly decreasing sequence under embeddability). Since

the monotone degree of D(r) depends only on final segments of r, we may assume

that 0° and 01 are right indecomposable.

Suppose (oj,-<) is right indecomposable and has no last element. Define induc-

tively sets Sn C oj as follows: Given Sk for fc < n such that \Jk<n Sk is a proper <-

initial segment of w, let hn: oj —» oj be an embedding of (oj, ■<) into (oj — (jk<n Sk, <).

Choose j Eoj such that j £ (jk<n Sk, and let m be the maximum under ;< of hn(j)

and n. Now let Sn = {i: i < m} - (jk<n Sk. It is easy to see that the order type of

(oj,<) is the sum of the order types of (Sn, <) for n G oj, and (Sn, <) is embeddable

into (Sn+i, ;<). Therefore, we can express 0' as a sum J2n£u ^n f°r i = 0,1 so that

the hypotheses of Proposition 3.11 are met, so we are done.     D

Thus, the sets D(0) do not provide us with an example of two monotone degrees

without a greatest lower bound. Such examples do exist, however, among the sets

D2((0n:nEoj)).

PROPOSITION 3.13. Suppose 0n and 0'n are countable (nonzero) order types

without first or last element for n E oj, and neither of 0n and 0'm is embeddable into

the other for any n and m. Then the sets D2((0n'.n E oj)) and D2((0'n:n E oj))

have no greatest lower bound under <m.
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PROOF. We again use the notation that was used in the proof of Proposition

3.7. Let <, <', Sn, and Sn be as in Proposition 3.7, so that (Sn, ■<) has order type

0n and (Sn, :<') has order type 0'n.

Recall from §11.1 that we can treat w2 and w2 x w2 interchangeably. Define

functions tt and ir' from "2 x w2 to w2 by ir(x, x') = x and ir'(x, x') = x'.

Suppose A C w2 is a lower bound of D2 and D'2; let / and /' be witnesses to

this. Define F: "2 -» w2 x w2 by F(x) = (f(x),f'(x)). We will construct a set which

is also a lower bound of D2 and D'2, but is not reducible to A; this will show that A

is not a greatest lower bound of D2 and D'2. To do this, it will suffice to construct

a closed set E C Fr(D2) x Fr(D'2) such that: E is a difference of monotone sets (so

Proposition 2.1 can be applied to it); if (x,x') G E, then x G D2 iff x' G D'2 (so

the maps 7r \E and ir1 \E satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2); and there is no

continuous, relatively monotone map g from E to F " Fr(A) such that 7t(x) G D2

iff ir(g(x)) E D2 (this implies that there is no continuous monotone g: "2 x "2 —► "2

reducing the monotone set constructed from E to A, since otherwise we could put

9 = Fog).

Suppose we have a strictly increasing function h:oj —► oj such that h(n) is even

for all n. Define a set E C Fr(D2) x Fr(D2) by: a point (ijx,i'j'x')_E Fr(D2) x

Fr(Z?2), where t, j, t', j' G {0,1}, is in E iff either x — x' = 10 or there is

n E oj such that either i'j'x' = 01e'(S<2„) and x G [e(S<h(n)),e(S<h(n+i])), or

ijx = 01e(S<n'n+i)) and x' G [e'(S<2n)>e'(^<2(n+i)))- It is straightforward to

verify that E meets the first two conditions mentioned above; we will show that

the function h can be chosen so that E meets the third condition as well.

Suppose g:E —* Fr(D2) x Fr(D'2) is continuous and, for all x E E, ir(x) E D2

iff 7r(y(x)) G D2 iff 7r'(<7(x)) G D2. Then, for any two-bit sequences ij and i'j',

g(ij 10,i'j'10) must be (tjl0,t'j''10) for some two-bit sequences ij and i'j'. Con-

sidering ij for the case i'j' = 01, look at two possibilities: either ir(g(ij 10,0110)) =

ijlO for all ij, or something else happens. Let us refer to the first of these pos-

sibilities by saying that "g maps the first loop positively in the first coordinate."

We make similar definitions for the second loop and/or the second coordinate: "y

maps the first loop positively in the second coordinate" means ir'(g(ij 10,0110)) =

ij 10 for all ij, "y maps the second loop positively in the first coordinate" means

7r(<7(0110,t./10)) = ijlO for all ij, and "g maps the second loop positively in the

second coordinate" means -ir'(g(0lT0,ijT0)) = ijlO for all ij.

Since g is continuous, there is no G oj such that, for any (ijx,i'j'x') E E such

that x' g [e'(0),e'(S'<2n)), we have

7r(g(ijx,i'j'x')) \2 = 7r(g(ijT0,i'j'T0)) \2

and

ir'(g(ijx,i'j'x')) \2 = w1'(g(ijW,i'j'W)) \2.

Now, using the arguments that were used in the proof of Proposition 3.7, one can

prove the following facts: Suppose n > no- If g maps the first loop positively in the

first coordinate, and

7r(y(01e(S<h(n)),01e'(S;2n))) G 0l[e(S<Mn)+m),e(S<Mn)+m)]

for some integer m, then

i"(ff(01e(S<fc(„+1)),01e,(S<2n)))G0l[e(S<h(n+i)+m),e(S<h(n+1)+m)],
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and 0k+m is embeddable into 0k for all fc such that h(n) < k < h(n + 1) - 1. If g

does not map the first loop positively in the first coordinate, and

7r(g(01e(S<h{n)),01e'(S'<2n))) Eij[e(0),e(S<m)) U {01e(S<m)}

for some even natural number m and some two-bit sequence ij, then

7r(y(01e(S<h(n+i)),01e'(S^2n))) Gt-y[e(0),e(S<m)) U{01e(S<m)}

and, for all x such that (x,01e'(S<2n)) G E,

rr(g(x, Ole'(S'<2n))) E i'j' [e(0), e(S<m)]

for some two-bit i'j'. Similar statements hold for the second loop and/or the second

coordinate.

In particular, if g maps the first loop positively in the second coordinate, then

9'k+m is embeddable into 0k for some fc and m; since we have assumed that this

is not the case, g cannot map the first loop positively in the second coordinate.

Similarly, g cannot map the second loop positively in the first coordinate. But

clearly g maps some loop positively in the first coordinate, since otherwise, fixing

some n > no and some even m such that

ir(g(01e(S<h{n}),01e'(S'<2n))) E ij[e(0),e(S<m)) U {01e(S<m)}

for some ij, we would get

7r(g(Ole(S<h{N)),Ole'(S'<2N)))Eij[e(0),e(S<m))li{Ole(S<m)}

for all N > n, which is impossible because 7r(y(0110,0110)) = ijlO for some two-bit

sequence ij and g is continuous. Therefore, g maps the first loop positively in the

first coordinate.

Now, let n = no + 1, and fix an even natural number m such that

ir'(ff(01e(S<fc{B)),01e'(S^n))) G i'j'[e'(0),e'(S'<m))

for some i', j' E {0,1}. Then, for any N > n,

n'(g(01e(S<h{N)),01e'(S'<2N))), ^(g(01e(S<hrfl+1)),01^(S'<2N)))

E i'j'[e'(0),e'(S'<2(N-n)+m)],

but

■n(g(01e(S<h(N+i)),01e'(S'<2N))) <£ ij[e(0),e(S<h{N+y)-h(N)-i))

for any two-bit ij.

We know that F " A is compact; hence, for any fc, the set of z E F " A such

that n'(z) E ij[e'(0),e'(S'<k)] for some two-bit ij is compact, so its image under

n is compact. Therefore, there is a number a(k) E oj such that every point in this

image is in ij[e(0),e(S<a/k\)) for some two-bit ij. If a(fc) is taken to be the least

such number, then a will be a nondecreasing function. It is easy to construct a

strictly increasing function h such that, for any n and m, there is N > n such

that h(N + 1) > h(N) + a(2(N - n) + m); in fact, we can simply take h(N) to be

Yln=o Q(3n). If E is defined from this h, then the preceding paragraph shows that

g " E cannot be contained in F " A for any suitable g, so E has all of the required

properties.     □

We will not try to prove more general results, such as something like "every

countable lattice can be embedded into the monotone degrees so as to preserve

joins and meets." In fact, this particular statement is false; the following proposition

shows that any lattice embedded in this way is distributive.
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PROPOSITION 3.14. (a) If Co is a greatest lower bound (with respect to <m)

of the monotone sets A and Bo, and Cy is a greatest lower bound of A and By,

then jn+(Go,Gi) is a greatest lower bound of A and jn+(Bo,Si).

(b) If C is a greatest lower bound of Bo and By, then jn+(A,C) is a greatest

lower bound of jn+(A,B0) and jn+(A, Si).

PROOF, (a) Clearly jn+(Go,Gi) is a lower bound. Suppose A is another lower

bound. If A is 0 or w2, then A is jn+-prime, so from A <m jn+ (B0, By) we get

A <m B0 or A <m Bi, so A <m Go or A <m Cy. Otherwise, we can apply

Proposition 2.3 to get sets B'0 <m Bo and B[ <m By such that A =m jn+(B0, By);

then B'0 <m G0 and B[ <m Ci, so A <m jn+(C0,Gi).

(b) Again, jn+(A,G) is clearly a lower bound, so suppose A is another lower

bound. We are again done if A is 0 or w2 (since then either A <m A or both A <m

So and A <m Si), so assume otherwise. Then Proposition 2.3 gives monotone

sets A'o,A'y <m A, B0 <m B0, and B[ <m Si such that A =m jn+(A0,B0) =m

jn+(A'i,Bi). If B'o is 0 or "2, then S0 <m A\ or S0 <m B'x, so A <m jn+(A,G).

Otherwise, there are A'{ <m A'j and S" <m B[ such that B0 =m jn+(A'i',Si');

then B'{ <mC, so A <mjn+(A,G).     D

We now turn to w-ary least upper bounds. When looking at Wadge reducibility,

one finds two ways to put together an w-sequence of subsets of u2:

)nJ(Xn: nEoj))=\J jn(X0, jn(Xx,... , jn(Xn, 0) • • •)),
n£u>

jHw((X„:n G oj)) = f| jn(X0,jn(Xi,... ,jn(Xn,"2) •••)).
n£uj

These two sets differ only at the point T. For the case of monotone reducibility, we

can do something similar:

]n+((An:nEoj))= (J jn+(A0,jn+(Ai,... ,jn+(A„, 0) • • •)),
n€.u>

JC«A„: n 6 oj)) = f) jn+(A0,jn+(Ai,... ,jn+(An,"2) ■■•))•
n€u>

If we discard the trivial cases where A„ = 0 for all but finitely many n or A„ = w2

for all but finitely many n, then jn^((A„:n G oj)) and jnw((An:n E oj)) will

differ only at the point 10. This difference, however, is critical, as the following

proposition shows.

PROPOSITION 3.15. No strictly increasing oj-sequence of monotone degrees has

a least upper bound among the monotone degrees.

PROOF. If the sequence has no upper bound at all, it certainly has no least

upper bound. Otherwise, we can choose a set from each of the degrees, so suppose

we have monotone sets A„ for n G oj such that An <m An+i. Let

Bo =jn+((An:nG oj))    and     Si =jnw ((An:n E oj)).

We will show that any C such that C <m S0 and G <m Si must satisfy C <m A„

for some n; this clearly implies that {An:n E oj} has no least upper bound.
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Suppose /,: w2 —► w2 witnesses C <m S, for t = 0,1. Clearly there is no x such

that /o(x) = /i(x) = 10; therefore, by compactness, there is N G w such that for

no x G "2 do we havej0(x) \(2N) = fy(x) \(2N) = (10)w. For any x E Fr(C) and

i < 2, either f%(x) = 10 or /t(x) G (10)n01w2 for some n G oj; let h,(x) be w in the

former case and n in the latter. For any such x, either ho(x) < N or /ii(x) < TV.

For each n < N, choose a function gn:^2 —> w2 witnessing An <m AN- Now

define /:Fr(G) - "2 by: if ri0(x) < hy(x), let /(x) = gho{x)(y), where /0(x) =

(10)fto(:r)01y; otherwise, let f(x) = yhl(l)(y), where fy(x) = (10)hl{x)01y. It is

easy to verify that / satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2, so C <m An-     □

This solves the problem of deciding whether a countable collection of degrees

has a least upper bound; it does if and only if the least upper bound of some finite

subcollection is an upper bound for the whole collection. If we restrict ourselves to

7P degrees and ask whether a countable collection of them has a least upper bound

among the 7P degrees, however, the answer may be different. If An for n G w are

monotone 7P sets, then jn+((An:n G oj}) will also be 7P, but jnw((An:n E oj))

will not (unless An is closed for all but finitely many n). Therefore, the set

jn+((A„: n G oj}) is a reasonable candidate for a least 7P upper bound of {An: n G

oj}. In fact, we find that it does work in some cases, but not in others.

Call a monotone set A local iff there is a point x G A such that, for all n E oj,

A <m {y G w2: (x \n)y E A}. It is easy to show that, if A is local and B =m A, then

B is local; so call a monotone degree local iff its members are local. Clearly any local

set is jn+-prime, but the converse fails; the set in Figure 2.2(b) is not local, even

though its frontier is m-connected. An example of a local set is jn+((An:n G oj))

where An <m A„+i for all n.

PROPOSITION 3.16. If An for n E oj are local 7P monotone sets, and An <m

A„_|_i for all n, then jn^((A„:n G oj)) is a least monotone 7P upper bound for

{An:n E oj}.

PROOF. Suppose C is a monotone 7P upper bound for this collection. For each

n, choose a point x„ witnessing that A„ is local, and choose a function /„: u2 —► w2

witnessing A„ <m C. Since w2 is compact, there is a strictly increasing h: oj —> oj

such that (fh(n){xh(n))'-n C oj) converges to some point z. Since Ah^n) is local at

xh(„), there is a function gn: w2 —► "2 witnessing Ah(n) <m Ah^ such that o "w2 is

contained in the neighborhood {x: fh(n)ix) \n — fh(n){xh(n))\n} °f xh(n)- Choose

gn:u2 —> w2 witnessing A„ <m Ah(ny Now define

F:Fr(jn+(<An:nGu,)))-"2

by F(T0) = z and, for any x in the domain of F other than 10, F(x) =

fh(n)(9n(gn(x'))), where n and x' are chosen to satisfy x = (10)n01x'. Since

An ^ w2 for n > 0, TO ^ jn^((An:n G lj)); since An is not closed for n > 2,

the choice of the functions gn guarantees that there are points of Fr(G) — G arbi-

trarily close to z, so, since C is 7P, z £ C. It is now easy to verify that F satisfies

the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2, so jn^((An: n G oj)) <m C. □

On the other hand:

PROPOSITION 3.17. 7/ {An:n E oj} is an infinite antichain of monotone 7P

sets with m-connected frontiers, then it has no least 7P upper bound.
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PROOF. We may assume that A, ^ Aj for i ^ j (in fact, you probably already

did). Suppose S is a least monotone 7P upper bound for {An:n E oj}. For each

n, choose a point xn G Fr(An) and a function /„ witnessing An <m S. By com-

pactness, there is an infinite set W C oj such that (/n(xn):n G W) converges to

some point z. Choose V C W so that V and W — V are both infinite. Now let

G = jn+(jn+((A°:n G w)),jn+((Ai:n G oj))), where A° = A„ and An = 0 if

n G V, but A° = 0 and A* = An if n ^ V. Clearly A„ <m C for all n, so there is

y:"2 — "2 witnessing B <m C. Since 2 G Fr(B), f(z) E Fr(C), so /(z) [2 is either

01 or 10. Assume it is 01; the other case is similar. Choose n E W — V so large that

f(fn(xn)) [2 = 01. Since the frontier of An is m-connected, (/o/„) "Fr(A„) C 01"2.

For any m, Fr(G) n 01(10)m01w2 and Fr(G) - 01(10)m01u,2 are m-disjoint closed

sets; hence, if f(fn(x)) were in 01(10)m01w2 for some x G Fr(A„), we would have

(/ ° fn) " Fr(An) C 01(10)m01aJ2, which would imply An <m A°m, which is impos-

sible since A° = 0 and An ^m Am for m ^ n. The only remaining possibility is

f(fn(x)) = 0110 for all x G Fr(An), which cannot happen because An is not open.

Therefore, we have a contradiction.     □

3. Lifting Hausdorff hierarchy results to higher degrees. We have seen

that the collection of monotone degrees in the Wadge degree of strictly 7P sets is

quite complicated. The same applies to 7P- by duality, but it does not seem to

apply immediately to higher Wadge degrees. The next two propositions allow us

to lift results at the 7P level to any higher Wadge degree.

Recall the notations HaQ and Ra introduced at the beginning of part III; since

we will be working with various sets X, we use Ra (X) to denote the Ra obtained

from X. In particular, Ry(X) = Fr(X).

PROPOSITION 3.18. (a) If A is either E§ or II§, and A <m Xb for some set
XC "2, then A <m Ab.

(b) If A =w T(6aH) for some u-ary Boolean operation H, and A <m Xb for

some set X C w2, then A <m Ab.

(Recall that T(H) is the truth table of H, and that SoSi means first apply H0,
then apply Hy.)

PROOF, (a) This is trivial if A is clopen, so assume Fr(A) / 0. Clearly

Fr(Xb) C fy, ""2. In fact, we may assume that Fr(Xb) is nowhere dense in /b "w2.

(Let g be any continuous one-to-one map from w2 to a nowhere dense subset of w2,

and let X = g " X; then X <w X and Fr(X) is nowhere dense in w2, so Xb <m Xb

and Fr(Xb) is nowhere dense in /b "w2.)

We will be using the analogue for <w of Proposition 2.1: for any closed nowhere

dense S C "2 and any T C S, there is a set Y C "2 such that Fr(Y) = S and

S D Y = T. This is easier than Proposition 2.1; simply define Y by: if y E S, then

y G Y iff y G T; if y <£ S, let n G w be least such that (y fn)w2 n S = 0, and put y
in Y iff y(n) = 1.

Suppose /:w2 -» w2 witnesses A <m Xb; then / " Fr(A) C Fr(Xb). Define

y:Fr(A) -» "2 by g(x) = /b_1(/(x)), and let Y be as above for S = g "Fr(A) and

T = g" (Fr(A) n A). Then, for any x G / " Fr(A), x G Fr(Yb), and x G Yb iff

x G Xb, so Proposition 2.2 gives A <m Yb. We will now show Y =w A; this implies

Yb <m Ay, and hence A <m Ab.
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To prove that Y =w A, it will suffice to prove that, for all a > 0, Ra(Y) =

g " Ra(A). Ii this holds, then since g(x) E Y iff x G A for x G Fr(A), Ra(Y) flY =
g " (Ra(A) n A) and BQ(Y) - Y = y " (SQ(A) - A) for a > 0, so Y G Haa iff
A G HaQ and Y G Haa_ iff X G HaQ_ for a > 0, so A and Y must be in the

same Wadge degree if either of them is A2 (since A is not clopen). If A is strictly

E2, then Fr(A) n A is a countable union of compact sets, so g " (Fr(A) D A) is a

countable union of compact sets, so Y is E2; by working with Fr(A) - A instead, we

see that Y is II2 if A is. The result now follows from the well-known fact that any

two strictly E2 sets are Wadge equivalent. (This fact follows from determinacy of

(E2)p_ sets via Wadge's Lemma, but there is a simpler proof; since I do not know

of a reference for it, I will give it here. It will suffice to show that, for any strictly

E§ set S, T(6a) <m S, or, equivalently, there is a continuous map F;"XuJ2 —► w2

such that F~l "S = {x:3mVfcx(m,fc) = 1}. If S is strictly E§, then Ra(S) ^ 0

for all a, so there is an a such that Ra(S) = Ra+1(S) ^ 0; then SflBQ(S) is dense

and codense in the closed set Ra(S). Suppose S is the union of the closed sets Sn

(nEoj). For each basic open set N meeting Ra(S) and each n G oj, one can choose

a point x(N,n) E N(lSflRa(S) and basic open sets U(N,n,k) for fc G oj such that

U(N, n, fc) C N, U(N, n, fc) meets Ra (S) but not S„, the diameter of U(N, n, fc) in

the usual metric for w2 is at most 2~n, and every neighborhood of x(N, n) contains

U(N,n,k) for all sufficiently large fc. Define xs and Ns for s E <ww as follows:

AV = w2; given Ns, let xs = x(NaJ(s)) and Nsk = U(NsJ(s), fc) for fc G oj. Now

we can define F. For any x G wxw2, let h(m) be the least fc such that x(m, fc) = 0

for any m such that such a fc exists. If h(m) exists for all m, define F(x) to be

the unique point in f\neu, Nn\n', otherwise, let m be least such that h(m) does not

exist, and let F(x) = xn\m. It is not hard to show that F is well-defined and has

the required properties.)

We prove Ra(Y) = g " SQ(A) by induction on a > 0. For a = 1 it follows from

the definition of Y. The limit case is a simple compactness argument. If it is true

for ct, then Sa(Y)nY = g" (Ra(A) fl A) and Ra(Y)-Y = g " (Ra(A) - A), so

Ra(Y) n Y D g uRa(A) n A and Ra(Y) - Y D g "Ra(A) - A since y is continuous,

so Ra+y(Y) D g " BQ+i(A). Now, suppose y G BQ+i(Y). Choose a sequence of

points yn such that y„ —> y as n —► oo, y„ G BQ(Y), and y„ G Y iff y <£ Y. For each

n, choose x„ G SQ(A) such that g(xn) = yn- By compactness, some subsequence

of (xn:n E oj) converges to a point x; clearly g(x) = y. Then x„ G A iff g(xn) E Y

iff y ^ Y iff x ^ A, so x G BQ+i(A). Therefore, y E g " Ra+y(A), so we are done.

(b) The proof is the same, except that here we need a different method for

showing Y <w A (A <y, Y follows from A <m Yb). To do this, we will use a result

of Louveau and Saint Raymond [10, §4, Corollary 2]; the case we need can be stated

as follows:

If H is an w-ary Boolean operation, X and If are compact metrizable spaces,

tt: X —> y is a continuous surjection, S C y, and rr"1 " S is in (E2(X))h (where

E2(X) is the collection of 7a subsets of X), then S is in (E2(l/))//-

Since A <w T(6aH), A is in Cn6aH = (H\)h, so A nFr(A) is in (E§(Fr(A)))#.

We now apply the result quoted above with X = Fr(A), y = Fr(Y), tr = g, and

S = Y n Fr(Y) to show that Y n Fr(Y) is in (E§(Fr(Y)))#. Suppose Y n Fr(Y) =
H((En:n E oj)), where the sets En are E^ subsets of Fr(Y). Since A is not clopen,

H cannot be one of the two trivial operations (i.e., T(H) is neither 0 nor w2), so
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there is a point z E "2 such that z E T(H) iff 0 g T(H). Let E be Y - Fr(Y)

if z E T(H) and (-Y) - Fr(Y) otherwise, and let E'n be En U B if z(n) = 1,

B„ otherwise. Since En is Eg relative to a closed subset of w2, En is Eg in u2;

since B is open, E'n is Eg. It is easy to see that Y = H((E'n:n E oj)), so Y is in

(Eg)* = CptoH, so Y <w T(6aH) <w A.     □
Among the A's to which 3.18(b) applies are the E°-complete sets and the n°-

complete sets for a > 2, and the E*-complete sets and the II*-complete sets for

n > 1.

It would be nice if this proposition were true for arbitrary A, since then the 'flat'

degrees would form a downward closed collection of monotone degrees isomorphic

to the Wadge degrees under <w. However, it fails for A in the Wadge degree which

is the least upper bound of the degree of strictly Eg sets and the degree of strictly

Fig sets. A set X C w2 is in this degree iff X is neither Eg nor ng, but there is a

clopen set Y such that X n Y is Eg and X - Y is ng. Now, fix a strictly Eg set

Y and a strictly ng set Y, and define A and X by

A=jn(jn+(Yb,0,Yb,0,...),jn+n,Yb,w2,Yb,...)),

X = ]nJY,Y,Y,Y,:..).

(See Figure 3.7.) Then A <m Xb. Now, suppose A <m Ab, and let / be a witness

to this. Since / maps frontier points of A to frontier points of Ay,, and any two

distinct frontier points of Ab are incomparable, we must have /(010) = /(HO). But

then there is no neighborhood N oi /(010) such that Ab n N is either Eg or ng,

so Ab ^w A, contradiction.

Iv.:-::.:r.::l TZZZJ ... O

Qs Qs p,^   rc^ £23 ^ ... Q

,_, „__ 1 Fo     Qs   fF<r Qs

A Xt,

Figure 3.7.  A case where A <m Xb but A ^m Ab

PROPOSITION 3.19. If A and B are monotone sets such that A is either Eg

or ng, A <w B, and A £m S, then A £m jn+(B,Xb) for all X C <"2.

PROOF. Suppose A <m jn+ (B, Xy,). A cannot be 0 or w2, since otherwise A <w

B would imply A <m B. By Proposition 2.3, A =m jn+(B',G) for some B' <m B

and G <m Xb. Since G <m Xb, G <m Gb by 3.18(a); but Gb <m Ab <m Bb <m B,
so A <m B, contradiction.     D

Proposition 3.18(a) is the special case of Proposition 3.19 with B = Ab. The

corresponding extension of 3.18(b) does not hold without the extra assumption that

A is jn+-prime, in which case it says no more than 3.18(b) anyway.

Proposition 3.19 allows us to lift existence results from a Eg or Ilg Wadge degree

to any higher Wadge degree. Suppose d0 <w dy are Wadge degrees and d0 consists

of Eg or ng sets. Then we can map do <1 Mon into dy D Mon by sending A E do

to jn+(A,Xb) for some fixed X G dy. If / is this mapping, then clearly A <m B

implies 1(A) <m 1(B); Proposition 3.19 states that A ^m S implies 1(A) ^ra 1(B).
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Therefore, I gives an embedding of the monotone degrees in do into the monotone

degrees in dy. In particular, if dy is any Wadge degree above the degree of strictly 7P

sets, then dy contains at least 2N° monotone degrees, and arbitrary countable partial

orderings or semilattices (since I clearly preserves jn+ up to =m) can be embedded

into the monotone degrees in dy. Furthermore, Proposition 3.14(b) implies that I

preserves (binary) greatest lower bounds whenever they exist in do-

This method does not, in general, allow us to lift nonexistence results; however,

jn+-primeness can sometimes be used to get around the problem. For example, if

the embedding J above is applied to the sets in Proposition 3.13, the resulting sets

will still have no greatest lower bound. To see this, suppose Bo and Bi are the

two 7P sets, and A is a nonclopen lower bound for jn+(S0,Xb) and jn+(Bi,Xb).

Apply Proposition 2.3 to get B0 <m B0, B[ <m Si, and Go, Gi <m Xb such that

A =m jn+(S0,Go) and B0 =m jn+(B'i,Gi); then B[ is a lower bound for Bo and

Si. The proof of 3.13 showed that there is a strictly 7P set G such that C <m So,

C <m Si, C ^m Cy,, the frontier of C is m-connected, and C ^m B[. Then

C ^m Xb by 3.18(a), so C ^m B0 and G ^m A since G is jn+-prime; therefore, A

is not a greatest lower bound for jn+(So,Xb) and jn+(Bi,Xb).

One can also show that, if S is a collection of monotone sets in do which has

a monotone upper bound in do but no least monotone upper bound in do, then

7 " S has no least monotone upper bound in dy. (This lets us lift Proposition 3.17

to higher degrees.) To see this, suppose S G do is an upper bound for S and

A E dy is a least monotone upper bound for I " S in di. Then A <m 1(B),

so by 2.3 A =m jn+(S',G) for some B' <m B and C <m Xb. Choose a fixed

B0 G S. It follows from 3.19 that jn+(S', S0) is an upper bound for S, so there is

another upper bound S G do for S such that jn+(B',S0) ^m B. By 3.19 again,

7(jn+(B', B0)) £m 1(B); but clearly B0 <m 1(B) and Xb ̂ m 1(B), so B' £ra 1(B).

Therefore, A j£m 1(B), which is a contradiction since 1(B) is an upper bound for

7"S.

4. The rest of the Hausdorff hierarchy. In the remainder of this paper,

we will look at the best-known Wadge degrees above the degree of strictly 7P sets.

Preceding sections have given existence results for these degrees, so from now on we

will look at structural questions: the relationship between 'monotone' and 'positive,'

and the polarized separation and reduction properties.

We start by defining a notion of 'positive' for sets in HaQ. To do this, we look

at the alternating series representation for Ag sets: for any Ag set X, there is a

countable ordinal 7 and a sequence (BQ: a < 7) of closed sets such that Ep O Ea

for 0 < a and X can be expressed as the alternating series So — Si U S2 — S3 U • • • of

length 7. In other words, a point x is in X iff there is a greatest a such that x E Ea

and this a is even. (An ordinal is even iff its successor part is even; statements such

as "a and 0 have the same parity" are interpreted similarly.) Furthermore, if we

fix 7 < wi and let S be the collection of all X that can be expressed in such a form

for the given 7, then S will be Ha7 if 7 is even and Ha-,_ otherwise. (This is due to

Hausdorff [4, §30]. To prove it, note that, for X in the above form, BQ(X)nX C Ea

if a is even and Ba(X) - X C Ea if a is odd, while if X is in Ha1 for even 7 or

Ha.,_ for odd 7, we can let BQ be Ra(X) (1X if a is even and Ra(X) — X if a is

odd.)
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In other words, a set X is in Ha7 iff there are closed sets Ea for a < 7 such that

Ep D Ea tor 0 < a, and a point x is in X iff the least a < 7 such that x ^ Ea

exists and has opposite parity from 7. In this form, we see that the restriction that

Ep ~2 Ea ior 0 < a is unnecessary, since if we define X as above from an arbitrary

sequence (Ea:a < 7) of closed sets, it will be the same as if we had defined X

from (f]g<aEp:a < 7). Therefore, we have expressed Ha-, as 7h = Cp6ff for a

7-ary operation H which is clearly Boolean. The operation H is not monotone as

it stands, but it is monotone if considered as an operation on (E'a:a < 7), where

E'a is Ea if a and 7 have the same parity, —Ea otherwise. We therefore arrive at

a definition of 'positive' for Ha., sets by applying this operation to positive sets of

the right type.

DEFINITION. For any 7 < ojy, a set A C w2 is Ha^-positive iff there are mono-

tone clopen sets Can for a < 7, n G oj such that, letting Ea be C\neu Can if a

has the same parity as 7 and — (Jneu> ^an otherwise, a point x is in A iff the least

a < 7 such that x £ Ea exists and has opposite parity from 7.

This alternating-series definition, like the other one, has an equivalent form in

terms of residues (and the proof of the equivalence is the same). For any mono-

tone A C "2, define B+(A) for a < ojy as follows:   Rr\~(A) = "2; B++i(A) =

(R+(A)nA)~ n(B^(A)-A)<; and R+(A) = f]a<x R+(A) for limit A. Then A is

Ha7-positive iff S+(A) nA = 0, and A is Ha^_-positive (i.e., —fyA is Ha^-positive)

iff Rff^(A) C A. (Note that, since the closure of a monotone set is monotone,

Rt(A) = Fr(A) for any monotone A. Also note that each set B+(A) is the differ-

ence of two monotone sets; i.e., if x and z are in it and x < y < z, then y is in

it.)

o o o <p • • ■ •

•  • •••■•0 • ••• ■■■o       •••■■•o     •»■■ 6 (I

FIGURE 3.8.  A monotone nonpositive set in Ha3

Now we can ask the question: is every monotone set in Ha^ Ha7-positive? We

already know that the answer is yes for 7 < 2. For 7 = 3, consider the set A

represented by Figure 3.8. Clearly B3(a) = 0, so A is in Ha3 n Ha3_. But Ry(A)

consists of all points shown in the figure, R2(A) consists of the top row of points

and those points on the bottom row which lie below points on the top row, and

R-$(A) contains the rightmost point on the top row; therefore, R%(A) flA/0,

so A is a set in Ha3 n Ha3_ which is not Ha3-positive. This answers our question

negatively for 7 = 3; we will now use a more complicated example to show that the

answer is no for all 7 > 2.

Suppose G is a finite directed graph with no double edges, cycles of length less

than 3, or isolated vertices. In other words, G = (V, E) where V (the set of vertices)

is finite, B (the set of edges) is a subset of V x V, (v,u) E E implies (u, v) £ B, and

for every v EV there is u EV such that either (v, u) E E or (it, v) E E. Choose an

infinite set Wv C oj for each v E V such that Wv (1 Wu = 0 whenever v / u. For
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each v EV, let av E w2 be the characteristic function of Wv; for each e = (v, u) E E,

let be be the characteristic function of Wv U Wu. Now define a monotone set Aq by

applying Proposition 2.1 to the sets

S = {x: 3(v, u)EE x < b/v<u) A (x > av V x > au)},

T = {x:3(v,u)EE au < x < &(„,„)}.

If x G Fr(Aq) is not one of the points av or be, then there are v E V and e G B

such that av < x < be. Hence, there is n G w such that av\n < x\n < be\n. Then

any y G Fr(Ac) such that y\n = x\n must satisfy av < y < be, and y G Aq iff

x G Aq- Therefore, any point in R2(Aq) must be one of the finitely many points

av or be, so R3(Ag) = 0 and Aq E Ha3 n Ha3_.

Now suppose further that G has no initial vertices (i.e., for every v E V there

is u E V such that (u,v) E E); for example, G could be an oriented triangle

(V = {0,1,2}, E = {(0,1), (1,2), (2,0)}). If a is such that all of the points av and

be are in R+(Ag), then, since every x G Fr(Ac) satisfies av < x < be for some

v G V and e E E, Fr(A(j) C R+(Ag). Now, every point be is in Ag but is the

limit of points in Fr (Ag) - Aq (the characteristic functions of Wv U (Wu n n) for

n Eoj, where e = (v, u)), and every point av is in —Ag but is the limit of points in

Fr(A(j) n Ag (the characteristic functions of Wv U (fYu - n) for n Eoj, for some u

such that (tt,i>) G B); hence, the points av and 6e are in R£+1(Ag). This proves

that the points av and 6e are in R^(Aq) for all a, so:

PROPOSITION 3.20. There are monotone sets in Ha3 n Ha3_ which are not

Haa-positive for any a.

Thus, the 'most natural' monotone sets in the Wadge classes HaQ and Haa_

are not <m-maximal for a > 2; similarly, if we define the 'natural' set in HaQ+i n

HaQ+i _ to be the jn+ of the natural HaQ set and the natural HaQ_ set, then the

natural set here also fails to be <m-maximal if a > 1. This leads (naturally!?) to

the question of whether these classes have <m-maximal monotone sets at all. This

question is still open for the classes Haa and HaQ_, but it is settled for most of the

classes HaQ+i nHaQ+i_ by the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 3.21. The Wadge class Haa+2 n Haa+2- has no <m-maximal

monotone set, for any countable a > 0.

PROOF. We first do the case a = 1, and then show how to generalize to higher

a. Suppose B is a monotone set in Ha3nHa3_; we will construct a monotone set A

in Ha3 nHa3_ such that A ^m B. The sets R2(B) n B and R2(B) - B are disjoint

and closed, so there is an n such that, for any sequence s of length n, su2 does not

meet both of them. Let G be the directed graph with V = {i E w.i < 2n} and

B = {(i,j): i<j< 2"}, and let A = AG.

Suppose we have a function / witnessing A <m B. Since G has more than

2n vertices, there must be i, j E V such that i < j and f(ai)\n = f(aj)\n.

Let Xfc = f(xwMw,nk)), Vk = f{Xw,u(wt-k)), and z = f(a3), where xs is the

characteristic function of S; then Xfc, yk, and z are all in Fr(B), Xfc £ B, yk E B,

z £ B, Xfc < Xfc+i, yk > yk+y, and xk -+ y0 and yk —> z as fc —► oo. Hence,

z E R2(B) - B. Now let x'k = xk A (ztn)l and y'k = yk A (z\n)l, where x A y is

the greatest lower bound of x and y. Then x'k < x'k+l, y'k > y'k+1, and x'k —> y0
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and y'k —> z as fc —► oo. Since x0 = x0 < x'k < xk, x'k must be in Fr(B) - B.

Since yk —> z as fc —► oo, yfcfn = z\n for sufficiently large fc; for such fc we have

y'0 > y'k = yk, so y0 G B. Hence, y0 G R2(B) n B and y0|n = zfn; but this

contradicts the choice of n. Therefore, A ^m B, as desired.

We now turn to the case a > 1. Let X be a set in HaQ such that there is a

point p such that Ba(X) = Ra(X U {p}) = {p}. (For example, let (0n'.n G oj) be

a nondecreasing sequence cofinal in a, choose a set Xn for each n such that Xn E

Ha^+inHa^+i- but X„ £ EapnL)Eapn-, and let X = jnUJ((Xn:n ew)).) Then

Xb has the same properties; let po be the unique point in BQ(Xb) (i.e., po — A(p))-

Suppose B is in HaQ+2 n Haa+2 _. Choose n E oj such that for no sequence s of

length n does sw2 meet both Ra+y(B)flB and Ba+i(S) - B, and define the graph

G and the set Ag as before. Define A by applying Proposition 2.1 in w2 x w2 with

S = Fr(AG) x Fr(Xb) and T = {(x,y) G S:y E Xb or (y = p0 and x G AG)}.

It is easy to show by induction that Rp(A) = Fr(AG) x Rp(Xy,) for all 0 such

that 1 < 0 < a; in particular, Ra(A) = Fr(AG) x {po}, so Ba+i(A) is finite and

A G Haa+2 n HaQ+2 _.

We now complete the proof by showing that A ^m S. Suppose /: u2 x w2 —> w2

witnesses A <m B. As before, there are i,j E V such that i < j and f(ai,po) fn =

f(aj,po) \n. Define the points Xfc, yk, z, x'x, and y'k as before (with po as an extra

argument to /; i.e., z = f(aj,po), etc.). We will have a contradiction as before

once we show that y0 G BQ+i(B) n B and z E Ra+y(B) — B. It is easy to show

by induction that / " Rp(A) C Rp(B) for all 0. (Successor step: If / " Rp(A) C

Rp(B), then / " (Rp(A)flA) C B/j(B)_n_Band /"(B/j(A)- A) C B^(S) - B, so

/ "B/j(A)nA C Rp(B) (1 B and / "#/}(A) -AC B/j(B) - S by continuity of /, so
fuR/3+y(A) C Rp+y(B).) Hence, z E Ra+y(B)-B. As beiore, y'Q E B since y'Q>yk

for sufficiently large fc. Also, x'k £ B, so it remains to show that x'k E Ra(B). Let

xk = XwMWjnk)- We have f(xk,q) > f(xk,q) A (f(ai,q)\n)l > f(ai,q) iorjXl

q E Fr(Xb); since f(xk,q) and f(auq) are in Fr(B), f(xk,q) A (f(ai,q)\n)l E

Fr(B). Also, if q ^ po, then f(xk,q) E B iff f(ai,q) E B iff q E Xy,; since B
is monotone, f(xk,q) A (f(at,q) \n)l E B iS q E Xy,. It is now easy to show by

induction on 0 that q E Rp(Xy,) - {p0} implies f(xk,q) A (f(ai,q)\n)l E Rp(B)
for 1 < 0 < a. The choice of X guaranteed that, for each 0 < a, po is a limit

of points in (Rp(Xy,) n Xb) — {p0} and a limit of points in (Rp(Xy,) — Xy,) — {po};

hence, x'k is a limit of points in Rp(B) (1 B and a limit of points in Rp(B) — B, so

x'k E Rp+y(B). Since this is true for all 0 < a, x'k E Ra(B), as desired.      □

For limit A, the question of whether Ha^+i nHa^+i - has a <m-maximal mono-

tone set remains open.

Proposition 3.25 in §111.6 implies that for every a < ojy there is a Ag set to

which all monotone HaQ sets are monotone reducible. A careful examination of the

set produced by the proof for the case of Ha3 (with some of the details streamlined

for this special case) shows it to be strictly Haw+i. Of course, this does not rule

out the possibility of a simpler set to which all monotone Ha3 sets are monotone

reducible.

We now turn to the polarized separation and reduction properties. In the absence

of (1.1), one would expect the proofs of these properties to be difficult. Surprisingly,

this is not the case for the polarized first separation property.

PROPOSITION 3.22.   For any a<ojy, PSep,(HaQ_) holds.
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PROOF. Suppose A and Z are disjoint sets, both in Haa_, with A monotone and

Z hereditary. Then Ra(A) C A, so Ra(Ap C A; similarly, Ra(Z)< C Z. Hence,

BQ(A)- and Ra(Z)< are disjoint, so we can apply PSep,(7) to get a monotone

clopen set G such that Ra(Ap CC C -Ra(Z)<. Let B = (G - Z) U A. Clearly

B is monotone and A C B C -Z. An easy induction on 0 shows that Rp(B) =

(Rp(Z) n C) U (B/3(A) - G) for all /?, so B„(B) = 0 and B E HaQ n HaQ_, as
desired.     D

The reduction property, however, is another story. For one thing, the proof of

PRed(HaQ) appears to be somewhat delicate even if one assumes (1.1). To put it

more accurately, the proof of the following proposition requires some care.

PROPOSITION 3.23. For any 7 < wi, Red-* holds for the collection of Hav
positive sets.

PROOF. We first note that the reason (1.1) is so useful in proofs of Red-* is that

it reduces(!) the problem of reducing all relevant pairs of sets to that of reducing a

single such pair. If we are trying to prove Red-* for the collection {Y: Y <m X},

then it suffices to reduce the pair of sets X x w2 and w2 x fyX in the space w2 x w2.

For suppose we have any two sets Y, Y such that Y <m X and fyY <m X; let / and

g be functions witnessing these reducibilities. Let h(x) = (f(x),fy(g(fy(x)))); then

h simultaneously witnesses Y <m X x w2 and Y <m "2 x fyX, so from a reducing

pair for X x w2 and w2 x fyX we can obtain a reducing pair for Y and Y by taking

inverse images under h.

The collection of Ha7-positive sets has the form {B:B <m G}, where the mono-

tone set C can be defined as follows: let Wa for a < 7 be disjoint infinite subsets of

oj, and let C be the set of all x G w2 such that there is an a < 7 of opposite parity

from 7 such that x(n) = 1 for some n G WQ and there is no 0 < a of the same

parity as 7 such that x(n) = 0 for some nEWp. Let A = C x "2 and Z = u}2x fyC;

it will suffice to reduce the sets A, Z c "2 x "2.

Define functions ho, hy:u2 —* 7 + 1 by: if there is a 0 < 7 of the same parity

as 7 such that x(n) = i for some n G Wp, let /i;(x) be the least such 0; otherwise,

let hi(x) = 7. We now define sets A', Z' to reduce A and Z. Any (x,y) E A — Z

is put in A' and any (x,y) e Z — A in Z', oi course. If (x,y) E Afi Z, let n0(x)

be the least n such that x(n) = 1 and n E Wp for some 0 < ho(x) of opposite

parity from 7 (such an n exists since x G G), and let ni(y) be the least n such that

y(n) = 0 and n G Wp for some 0 < hy (y) of opposite parity from 7; put (x, y) in

A' if no(x) < ni(y), Z' otherwise.

If (x,y) < (x,y) are points in Afi Z, then it is easy to see that h0(x) < h0(x),

so no(x) > no(x); similarly, nx(y) < ny(y). It follows that A' is monotone and Z'

is hereditary.

We now prove by induction on a that: if (x, y) G B+(A') n A' and n0(x) G Wp,

then 0 > a; if (x,y) G B+(A') - A', then /to(^) > ex. These are both obvious

for a = 0. If a > 0, let (c*fc:fc £ w) be a nondecreasing sequence such that

supfcGw(afc + 1) = a. If (x,y) G Ba(A') n A', then there are (x,y) > (x,y) and

(zfciyfc) G B+, (A') — A' such that (xfc, yk) —+ (x, y) as fc —> 00. Let n = no(x), and

let 0 be such that n G Wp. Since (x,y) G A', ni(y) must be greater than n if it

exists, so, for each i < n such that y(i) = 0 and i E Wp< for some 0' of opposite

parity from 7, there is / G oj such that y(j) = 1 and j E Wpn for some 0" < 0
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of the same parity as 7. Fix M > n such that for each such t < n there is such

a j which is less than Af. For all sufficiently large fc we have xk\M = x\M and

yk\M = y\M; since Xfc fM = x\M > x\M and (xk,yk) £ A', 0 must be greater

than h0(xk), which is at least ak by the induction hypothesis. Therefore, 0 > afc + 1

for all sufficiently large fc, so 0 > a. On the other hand, if (x,y) G B+(A') - A',

then there are (x,y) < (x,y) and (xk,yk) E B+fc(A')nA' such that (xk,yk) -> (x,y)

as fc —► 00. Then no(xfc) G Wp for some 0 > ak, so since (xk,yk) E A we have

ho(xk) > ak. Since ak < aj for j > k and the set of z such that h0(z) > ak is

closed, ho(x) > ak, so ho(x) > ak; since this is true for all fc, ho(x) > a. This

completes the induction.

In particular, no point (x,y) can be in B+(A') n A', so A' is Ha^-positive; the

proof that fyZ' is Ha-,-positive is similar, so we are done.     □

Of course, this says nothing about general monotone Ha7 sets. It is unknown

whether PRed(Ha^) holds for all 7 < ojy; however, we can prove:

PROPOSITION 3.24.   For 7 < 3, PPwo(Ha-,) (and hence PRed(Ha^)) holds.

PROOF. The case 7 = 0 is trivial, and we have already done the case 7 = 1.

For 7 = 2, we saw in subsection III.2.1 that any monotone 7P set can be expressed

in the form A = Ao n Ai with Ao closed, Ai open, and both monotone; if ■<

is the prewellordering of Ai obtained from PPwo(^), then < fA is a suitable

prewellordering of A, since

xGAA(y^AVx^y)

«■ x G A0 A (x G Ai A (y ^ Ao V [x G Ai A (y ^ Ai V x ^ y)]))

and similarly for y -j< x. Now suppose A G Ha3. The sets in Ha3 are those of the

form (X0UXi)nX2, where Xo and X2 are open and Xi is closed; in fact, for A, we

have A = (A0 U Xx) n A2, where Ao = —A (the interior of A), Xi = Fr(A) n A,

and A2 = — (R2(A)— A)<. (By Proposition 1.2(a), Ao is monotone and A2 is open.)

Let ;<o and <2 be obtained by applying PPwo(£) to Ao and A2, respectively. Now

define < on A by: for x, y G A,

x < y «• x <0 y V (y £ A0 A (x G A0 V x <2 y)).

It is easy to see that < is a prewellordering, and x G A and x < y imply y < x.

Finally, if %p(x, y) is one of the formulas xGAA(y^AVx^y) and x G A A (y £

A V y ■}< x), then {(x,y):ip(x,y)} is Ha3, since

ipo(rpo V (x G Xi A y £ A0)) A (x G A2 A (t/>o V ip2 V y ^ Xi)),

where Vi is V with A and ;< replaced by Aj and <x. (Use the fact that A0 C A2.)
D

5. The rest of the Borel hierarchy. This section is rather short, because

most of the interesting questions at this level are still open.

The Borel and Hausdorff hierarchies are analogous in many ways, so looking at

the Hausdorff hierarchy can give hints as to the situation for the Borel hierarchy.

For example, up to level 2 in both hierarchies the natural monotone set is <m-

maximal, and the polarized separation and reduction properties hold where the

ordinary properties hold.  According to this analogy, these nice properties should
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break down at level 3 in the Borel hierarchy; in fact, we would expect to find a

monotone A3 set which is not E°-positive for any a < ojy.

The analogy, however, is not that strong; it turns out that every monotone Borel

set is E° -positive for some a. One way to prove this is to make an easy modification

in the usual proof of SepT(E}) [12, 2E.1]; this gives the slightly stronger result that,

if the analytic sets X and Y can be separated by a monotone set (i.e., X- n Y = 0),

then they can be separated by a Expositive set for some a. (A. Louveau has

noted that a variant of this argument can be based on the Choquet capacitability

theorem.) Another way, as S. Dyck and others have noted, is to deduce it from

an analogue of Lyndon's interpolation theorem for an infmitary prepositional logic;

in particular, it follows easily from the Lopez-Escobar interpolation theorem (or,

rather, from its corollary, the homomorphism theorem [9, Theorem 5.1]).

We do, however, get weaker negative results starting at level 3. There are mono-

tone A3 sets which are not E3-positive and, dually, monotone Ag sets which are

not n3-positive; applying jn+ gives a monotone A3 set which is neither E3-positive

nor n3-positive. Also, for each finite n > 3, there are monotone E° sets which

are not TLn+1 -positive, and monotone n° sets which are not E° + i-positive. These

results are all proved by the same method; since the general theory in this paper

was not needed, the results have been published separately [2].

This is all that is known (by me, at least) at the moment. Among the interesting

questions left open are: Is every monotone E^, set E°-positive? Is there a maximal

E3 monotone degree? Is there, for every a < ojy, a monotone A3 set which is not

Expositive?

It is also unknown whether PSepi(n°) and PRed(E°) hold for a > 3. The usual

proof of Red(E°) is easily converted to a proof of Red-* for the E°-positive sets,

but this is not much help. It would suffice if we knew that every monotone E^ set

was a countable union of monotone sets each of which was n° for some 0 < a,

but this is false for a = 3 (since it would imply that every monotone Eg set is

E3-positive) and open for a > 3. (By the way, the simple method of taking upward

closures of n^ sets which are not necessarily monotone will not work. There is a

ng set X C w2 x w2 such that Y = {y: 3x (x, y) E X} is not Borel; if /b is as in

section II.4 and ip: w2 x w2 —> w2 is the canonical isomorphism, then X' = /b " ip "X

is ng but (X'p is not Borel, since y G Y iff (A(ip(0,y)) vTTOO) G (X')V)

6. The projective hierarchy. Most of the natural questions about <m at the

projective level have easy answers, at least as far as the corresponding questions

about <w can be answered.

It will be convenient to work in spaces of the form w2 x (uoj)k as well as in w2.

Define < on such spaces by letting (x,y) < (x',y) iff x < x' and y = y . Then

define monotone sets, <m, monotone and Wadge degrees and classes, etc. as usual.

Recall that a set X C w2 x ("oj)k is E^ iff there is a Tln_y set Y C w2 x (uoj)k+1

such that X is the projection of Y; i.e., (x, y) G X iff there is a z such that (x, y, z) E

Y. (The n^ sets are just the closed sets. All of the facts and definitions we need

about pointclasses and the projective hierarchy can be found in Moschovakis [12].)

The key fact (which was pointed out to me by A. Kechris) is that any monotone

E^ set is the projection of a monotone Hn_y set. If X is the projection of Y and
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X is monotone, then

(x,y) G X «■ 3x' (x' < x A (x',y) G X)

<* 3x' (x' < x A 3* (x', y, z) G Y)

o3z(x,y,z)EY',

where (letting (, ) denote some nice pairing function on ww) Y' is the set of all

(x,y, (z,x')) such that x' G w2, x' < x, and (x',y,z) E Y; it is easy to see that Y'

is monotone and Tln_y. More generally, if a monotone set X is the projection of a

set Y in a Wadge class F which is closed under intersections with closed sets, then

X is the projection of a monotone set Y' E F. (Any T D Ag has this property [3,

Lemma 1.7].)

We now define Expositive and n*-positive sets in a natural way. We will

give the case n = 2 here; the general case is no harder except notationally. If

X C u2 x (ww)fc is E2, then it is the projection of the complement of the projection

of a closed set Y C "2 x (uoj)k+2. Let T C <w2 x (<UJoj)k be a tree such that

Y = [T}; then

(x,y) EX <r>3z0Vzy (x,y,z0,zy) £Y

<s- f3z0Vzy3m(x\m,yo\m,yy\m,... ,yk-y\m,zo\m,zy\m)£T

o 3z0 Vzi 3m (x, y) E UZo \m,z, \m,

where the sets BSOiSl are clopen subsets of w2 x ("oj)k. This expresses X as the

result of applying a certain Boolean operation to clopen sets Uao>ai, and it is clear

that any set X obtained from clopen sets BSo>Sl via this Boolean operation is E2.

The operation is clearly monotone, so we define the collection of Expositive sets

to be the result of applying this operation to all sequences (indexed by (<L"w)2) of

monotone clopen sets; that is, a set X is Expositive iff there are monotone clopen

sets USoSl such that X = {(x,y):3z0Vzy3m(x,y) E UZo\m,z, \m}. Similarly, we

define a set X to be n2-positive iff there are monotone clopen sets USoSl such that

X = {(x,y):Vz03zi V?rt(x,y) G UZotm,Zl \m}- For other n, E*-positive and n^-

positive are defined analogously. (Note that the Boolean operation used to define

Ej-positive is Suslin's operation A.)

Note that, in the preceding paragraph, if X is monotone, then the key fact above

(along with its dual) allows us to choose Y to be hereditary, so the sets BSoSl will be

monotone. Therefore, any monotone E2 set is Expositive; and the same argument

applies to E^ and n^ for all n.

The separation and reduction properties at the projective levels are usually ob-

tained as consequences of the prewellordering property, rather than directly. The

basic facts about these properties and their polarized versions hold over w2 x (u>oj)k

as well as over w2 (although the proof that PPwo(r) implies PRed(r) should be

modified; instead of using a prewellordering of jn+(A, fyZ), one uses a prewellorder-

ing of

{(x, y, nz): (n = 0 A (x, y, z) E A) V (n > 0 A (fy(x),y, z) E Z)}.)

Also, a number of facts about Pwo(r) can be seen to hold also for PPwo(r) simply

by using the key fact above and noting that the resulting norms are 'polarized.'

Some of the resulting facts about PPwo(r) are as follows; the references are to the
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corresponding facts about Pwo(r). Suppose F is an adequate pointclass. If F is

closed under V"V then PPwo(r) implies PPwo(3u'uT) [12, 4B.3]. IfT is closed under

3 w, and all games on w with payoff set in T (1 T_ are determined, where F is the

collection of sets of the form {y: (y, z) E X} for ze"w and X G F, then PPwo(r)

implies PPwo(V"wr) [12, 6B.1]. (Therefore, PPwo(nJ) and PPwo(E2) hold, and

determinacy for all projective sets implies that PPwo(E2n) and PPwo(n2„+x) hold

for all n.) If ww C L, then PPwo(E^) holds for all n > 2 [12, 5A.3].
This seems to settle our main questions at this level (as far as possible); there

is little to say about monotone reducibility other than analogues of facts about

Wadge reducibility once closure under 3 " or V w is assumed. One exception is the

following curious proposition:

PROPOSITION 3.25. Suppose F is a Wadge class closed under binary unions

and intersections and V 2 such that PSepj(r) holds. Then, for any X G A =

r n r_, there is a monotone set A E A such that, for any monotone B <w X,

B<mA.

PROOF. The result is trivial if A has a maximal monotone degree, so we may

assume F £ 7P and hence, by closure under V 2, ng C F. Fix a coding of continuous

functions /: w2 -» w2 by elements of w2 such that the sets

{(x, y,z):z codes a function / and f(x) = y},

{(x, y,z):z codes a function / and f(x) ^ y}

are ng. (For example, one could look at z as the characteristic function of a set of

pairs (s, t) E (<u2)2, with z((s, t)) = 1 meaning x D s => f(x) D t.)

Suppose X G A, and let

R = {z E "2: z codes a function / and

VxVx'VyVy'((/(x) = y A f(x') = y' A x < x' A y E X)  => y'E X)}.

Then R is easily seen to be in T. Define sets A', Z' C w2 by

A' = ((fy, " w2)^ x "2) - {(h(z),x): z <£ R V -.(* codes / A f(x) E X)},

Z' = ((ft " w2)< x w2) - {(fb(z),x):z£ R V -.(* codes / A f(x) $ X)}.

Then A' is monotone, Z' is hereditary, A', Z' E F, and A' fl Z' = 0. Apply

PSep^r) to get a monotone set A G A such that A' C A C —Z'. To see that this

A (or its image under the canonical homeomorphism from w2 x w2 to "2) works,

suppose B <w X, let / be a witness to this, and let z be a code for /. Then x E B

iff (fy,(z), x) E A' iff (h(z),x) £ Z', so x G B iff (/b(z), x) G A; therefore, S <m A,

as desired.     D

Among the pointclasses to which this proposition applies are n2 and, assuming

projective determinacy, n2n for all n > 1. Note that the proposition only considers

compact spaces (products of "2); hence, it also applies to the pointclass ng. This

gives the result, mentioned in §111.4, that for every a < ojy there is a monotone Ag

set to which all monotone HaQ sets are monotone reducible.

IV.   SUMMARY AND OPEN PROBLEMS

In the course of our study of monotone reducibility, we have noticed a number

of similarities to Wadge reducibility and a number of differences. Among the simi-

larities are some analogous general constructions (duality and joins); also, in cases
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when the natural notion of 'positive' is equivalent to 'monotone,' a Wadge class has

the same sort of structural properties (the separation and reduction properties)

under monotone reducibility that it has under Wadge reducibility. On the other

hand, if 'positive' and 'monotone' do not coincide, it is difficult or impossible to

prove the monotone versions of these properties. One of the greatest differences

between the two reducibilities is that the nice semilinear arrangement of the Borel

Wadge degrees breaks down completely for the monotone degrees at a very low

level; in fact, the examples obtained at the 7P level for monotone degrees resemble

those that one can get for Wadge reducibility only by using a well-ordering of w2.

Among the many problems that remain open, the most interesting are probably

those at the Borel level mentioned in §111.5. A few such questions, however, can

be asked more generally. For example, is there a Wadge class F such that Red(r)

holds but PRed(r) does not? Is there a nonselfdual Wadge class without a max-

imal monotone degree? Inversely, is there a Wadge degree for which the natural

monotone degree is not maximal, but which does have a maximal monotone degree?

Finally, there are two possible weakenings of our restrictions which may (or may

not) be worth exploring. First, one could consider <m for subsets of w2 which are

not necessarily monotone. In this case, the clopen sets will divide up into oj levels,

each having two monotone degrees, and the arrangement of the closed sets will

probably be quite complex.

Second, one could look at monotone reducibility on partially ordered topological

spaces other than (w2, <). We have already seen an example of this in §111.6. It is

unlikely that many of the results obtained here will go through for more general

spaces; however, one might examine such spaces in order to decide which results

depended on which special properties of (w2, <). For example, duality and the

'flat' operation clearly use the symmetry of the partial order, the join construction

depends on the homogeneity of the space, and quite a few arguments have involved

compactness; looking at other spaces would give an idea of which of these properties

are essential.
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